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ROY. MORA COUNTY; NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,' MAY 30, 1908,

Water Struck At

A

Depth Of

323 Feet.

W. H. Benn,.who

Why Andrews Should Be

is in charge Of
The Republican' newspapers of ' the'
has; struck' terr tory, are coming out in' advocacy
'
watnpat-ai'deptof, 323 feet on the of the nomination by the Republican
townsite.
party of Delégate W. H. Andrews as
Thj m?n in charge say hit a good its anídate for delegate for the Sixty-firflow js expected which will sufficeritly
Congress right along and the fact
supply the, town of Roy "wiih' water. ' that there are a few papers located in
e Roy water works special com- Albuquerque and Las Vagas and in
mittee has let a contract with Mr. the northern part of the territory
Bent) .for a. well of 400 ft.'
This is" 'Which. have placed themselves oh the
the third seep of water encountered to other side does not seem to' have any
the .depth of 323 feet, the first was effect on th'a Republican press''in gen
'
struck at a depth of 185 feet, the eral '" "
' '
seccnl at 225 and the ihird at Among thá' íhéws papers that' have
323 feet.
The drillers are unable of laté' taken' a stand 'for " Delegate
ta make the test with the slush bucket Andrews are the'Evenihg Citizen, pub'- -'
and. it will be" necessary to put in a lishéd'a Albuquerqu, thé'Rió Grande
pvuinpiin, order "to assertain ' the númí Republican' published at' Las'" Cruces,
ber of gallons' per minute ' that the the Silver City arid the Citizen, publish
"
" eb' at Clayton. ' Each of ihesii has
' '.' ' '.'
wpll supplies.
,This means .'a great deal to us' as strong influence in its country1' and
the, future greatness of Roy depends each is enjoying a large circulation id
r
largely on the result accomplished in its section. '
'
'
"";
The Rio Grande Republican at ' Las'
trying to get water.
The V water y works committee, has Cruces, places' itself on Record' in" the'
'
been hard at work in perfecting plans following editorial':". " ( '
"Hon William H. Andrews who is
in getting water for our town. The
first move will be to put up a suitable now serving his second term as delepumping plant so as to get the water gate to Congress from ' New Mexico,
into town, and establishing of a public and whohak been deluged with a flood
troughso that the outside people will of requests from
s many friends
be; able ;to water their stock while throughout the territory who iosist
that he make the race again this fall
transacting, business here.
'letters'
Wate? has been struck, all. around has agreed to do
the outskirts of our town ..at a very received b,V a ' local citizen';.thls ' week
shallow depth, the main trouble was fronMr." A'ndrewsJ'!ánhoncé :'thát 'he
hei'cwLMU oatíia kwaiter v' -- The has decided W be a espídate for,, the
Railway Ctompány has triacle.- - two' at- nóiniriállon'and7rora: theipíeséíit' atti:
tempt to gel water here, but failed tude of tlfe "Bepubiican newpaper of
both tones, in one well water was the territory, nearly all of which are
struck at a depth of 600 feet, in the strongly advocating his renomination
othef at a depth ' óf 80ft 'but' the well there is little' doubt but what he will
caved in 'leaving 'tools tuck in the again be the Republican
standard
;
bearer of New Mexico.
bottom! (
7
"There are many reasons why he
All bfere'sldants of Roy are, now
should succeed himself. New . Mexico
rejoicitíg over 'the successful find,
has' never enjoyed
the position, at
the nation's capítol that it;does! now..
Henry Stone Under $10,000 ; Bond To Never before has the voteless delegate
of the territory been a' factor in nat' Ayvait Action Of Grand Jury.
ional councils, a confidént of the
On, going to press news reached us national leaders, and a frequent
nd
that Henry, . Stone of the La . Cinta welcome visitor at the White House!
Canyon, was. bound over to await Before Delegate Andrews went to
the, action of the grand jury, .which Washington to represent New
exico
meets n .September , at .Raton, it is it seemed it'was always afield
against
claimed that he was positively identi- the territory',' while now not only ,
the
fied as one of the three men who got strong, powerful and numerous' Penn-- ;
away with $35,500 at French on May sylyania delegation stands, back
of
14th. The Santa Fe Railway, Wells New Mexico's delegate, but
also the
Fargo Express Co. Pinkerton, and the recognized' party leaáérs, ,'. of
Mounted '; Police,; .officials have been thjs nation and the executive himself.
around Roy since the robbery and No wonder New Mexico is faring betare working secretly on tha .case,. ter than ' any other' congressional
Although Stone claims he can show district in the union, has been allowed
that he was at the ranch building fence irrigation " " ápproperations of more
in the La Cinta Canyon on the day than double its share, has received
; '
the robbery occurred., ,.,.; ..
aproperations for buildings and other
Sargent Dudley of the New Mexico improvements, when other districts
mounted police force is in Roy today represented by members of national
on official bnsiness at the same time fame, must' go without, !s better favto investigate some complaints which ored in pension legislation', and in
were filed against i certain person á other matters, when bills of national
who have the habit of violating our Importance pressed by the president
laws, he is particularly investiga tirig and some, backed by powerful interest
supposed gambling,. Sunday closing aré being halted, ;
'
end carrying of six shooters.''
VHow can New Mexico better herself
by sending another man to WashingTAKE NOTICE.
ton to represent her? Wouldn't it be
Notice is hereby given to all owner folly to swap delegates at the moment
'
of Horses,, Sheep, Cattle, . Hogs, and when Mexico is about to receive the
'
Does It
Dogs. : It is against the laws of the final gift from: the nation.
territory to let the above named not stand to reason that a delegate
'
animals run astray on the public who does things; will succeed1 in seof curing magnificient donation of land
;
violators
city.
All
of
this
streets
this law, will be prosecuted to' the and money and for reaching conses-sion- s
in statehood bill, while a new
full extent of the law. ';..,;.'.'
'."
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some individuals'ambition.-Ne- w
ican.
The Strongest

Mex

Precinct In Mora Co.

'

Juan" Jose Rodarigue WAs Fined

iman without influenes

tho McDaniel steam drill

,

at the. national
capítol would hardly procure stepdaughter's dower of the new state'?
surely the voters, of New .Mexico. are
not so foolish as to jeopardize (their
interests deliberatly in order tosatisfy
some;, greedy, and. selfish
interest
somehas.been politicians grudge or

NO. 19"

.

$50.00

'

And

Cost

'
Wv T, Linton filed a complaint in '
the Justice of the Peace court char- - j
ing Juan Jose Rodaigue with a . mis-demeanor for obtaining .. money f tó
preform certain labor and deliver' of
posts to the amount of $17.50.
'The
evidence showed ' that Rodrigue re
ceived the money for 250 posts whiph
he failed to deliver or, return,. the,;1
money to the .Linton Bros., the case
was tried by a jury which found: him.
guilty, the minimum fine vis'--; fifty! dol- lars, which the court" impoHé'd on him
'
together with cost of action.
Rodrigue took an appeal iurnishiny
bond for double tjwfiñft and., post,. , 'V '
Mr.: ; Bushkévitz
represented the ' "
Territory while
jOtertf-.-- '
the defendant. The' ''case1 was a very
clear one against the defendant, he
himself entangeled himself and almost
aammea mat tie received $51.00 ''from'
ope of. the Linton boys" and ten from '
the other. This will learn manv, neo-,,.- ..
le a good lesson tQ, carry out an
a punisnment.
agrcciuruu ur

Roy precinct No. 22. ; of Mora 6o.
will have at Jeást óñe fourth oi the
total vote, of..,Mora( county. in the
'; f ' ' '
coming election. ." ,!
Since, last election overJOOO pf new
settlers have come to this precinct and
made their homes with us,, most, of .the
new comers are republicans in politics
which will make the republican party
of Mora county, much stronger than
éyer. before.., The', republican party
has beep in ' power for twelve years
and from the present increase it is.
evident that it. will be ih ; power, for
many more years to come.
' What, the
people want is., capable
and honest officials, .which, wish will
be granted the people, in the coming
Statehood Not Far Off.
convention of the county.1
- Governor Georjre Curry, who has
The new comer element ara all for
returneo to the Territoral Capitol "
an early statehood, in order to get
from Washington, D. C. "where he
this result, they do not wish '"to 'sea a
six wieeks looking after 'matters
,sjent
change in electing a new Dclegaté to
congress wnien concerned the
peipre
congress, as Mr. W.. H. Andrews
welfare of JSew Mexico, is. sangulnó
seems, to ha vethe'lcáus'é 'of átatélióyd
of early statehood' .;
bo dvaiKl so- - a to iMsm its of s
, He is of the opinion that much legstatehood during the short session oi
islation which will be of" benefit fo '
congress in December. He is a. pow!tni9 territory has been secured at he
erful; Influntial figufe among the present session
of congress
and
members of the Senate and the House,
brings ' annoucement
that
Senator
f
he is theone who has attained th'
Albert J. Beveridiíé.' 6f Indiana, and
promise of an early statehood and the Lfciepresentative
Edward L. Hamilton,
people thinkit proper he should "be
'
of Michigan, will be visitors to, New
at the
next Territorial
Mexico the coming fall,
...
convention."
Curry is much: improved ,!!
in health and shortly will start,on
Roy And Solano Crossed Bats
.
'
' tour of a portion of the territory, fojt - 'u
'. ' Sunday; ' "
owing which he will pay a, visifr .to '
, .The first game of the ''Dry' Farmer's
Arizona for a conference with, the '
Leaugue" was played on the Solano governor of that territory on
matters ..
diamond last Sunday. The game was for the general good.
'
.'.
,
,.'.'
a warm one from start to finish, both
sides did fine, : but as 'Roy has the. WICHITA COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION
ability to handle the big stick. Solano
VISITS TUCUM CARI, i
a.
was defeated in a snore pf Id to 11.
Several of our bussness men had inThe main feature of the game was, a
vitations to attend thn.Winlit.ii.
home run made in the . fifth inning by mercial Association
Banquet at
'
'
Ray Drumheller.'
'')'.,
,.,
last week. ' ' '
Winning the first game is very .enThis association of about 100 of the
couraging to' 'our boys": ,' and they leading commercial men of Wichita, ' .
promise to "make good" the coming Kansas, are touring the south west in
a six coach Santa Fe train, they carry '
' ''
'
season.
a .dinning car, sleepers, a good brass
There was a large crowd in atten- band and are working in the interest
dance and every one enjoyed the pf the wholesale businesses of Wichi-ta- .
They were giving away souvenirs
game. A return game will be played
of paints and other products of the
,:
in the near future.
wholesale business.
This association reports 'the southwest in prosperous condition and esGrand Ball And Banquet. ;
'
.., pecially the territory of New
Mexico
They left last Saturday over the
There will be a grand opening' ball
Rock Island for Dalhart Texas. . and banquet given by
.
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the Great

Western Commercial .Co. in the new
Bushkevitz Hall the early part of
.(:
June.
This is expected to be the grandest
ball of. the season, Invilations are
being prepared, which will", soon be
issued to all the dance lovers of, Roy
and vicinity.
.
,
.
The dance hall, which is
is ,.in.
fine shape, the banquet will be served
on the first floor. Special music will
be secured. No time or expense vill
be spared to make every, one .present
enjoy themselves.
As to the exact
date we will announce in these col
'
'
ums later
40-5- 0,

-

"

'

'

.. .

.

;

'

Republican Organization.
Some of the leading ' .Republicanc,
such as A; S. Bushkevitz, FV A. Roy '
R. C. Grunig, Roy C. Wood, - and
many others we cannot mention, in
this issue on account , of want" 'of v
space are going to organize a strong
Republican Club, where there is unity
there is strength.;
...
uch a movement is a good one ' '
and should receive a hearty
by ull Republicans who .believe
in doinjf good to their own country;
We wijl from time to time announce
the names of the Club, a list of which
will be sent to various persons who'
will supply all such Republicans with
literature pertaing to the administration.
'
.

Truth and

your room," I said. "I have special
permission from the governor to d.i

Ü

Quality

so.

"Certainly," replied Stoessel, "but
warn you It is not very Imposing."
We crossed the courtyard together,
entered another building and wero
soon In a vaulted apartment, furnished
with great simplicity. There was a
little bed, a square table, a cupboard j
and, behind a screen, a wash-stanand two comfortable armchairs. Tho
lapping of the waters of the Neva
could be heard on the stone walls, a
monotonous, plaintive sound, half sad
and half soothing. Through the barred
windows a glorious view could be seen.
"I have often been there to see the.
emperor; I have dined there and
years ago danced at the court balls.
never expected to see It day by day
from a prison window."
The heavy door was suddenly
thrown open and a harsh voice said:
'Your guest must go."
"Come and see me again,' said my
unhappy host, and I left him still gaz
ing at the palace across the Neva.
1

in every
ippeal to the
(valk of life and are essential to permanent
success and creditable standing. Accor-iriglit is not claimed that Syrup of Figs
ind Elixir of Senna is the only remedy of
known value, but one of many reasons
why it is the best of personal and family
laxatives is the fact that it cleanses,
iweetens and relieves the internal organs
on which it acts without any debilitating
after effects and without having to increase
the quantity from time to time.
Well-inform-

DEFENDER

OF

PORT

NOW A BROKEN

ARTHUR

MAN.

y,

Loss of Uniform His Greatest Humili

Window

Watches from
ation
Winter Palace Where He Once
Was an Honored Guest.

An American news
St. Petersburg.
paper correspondent recently was permitted to interview Gen. Stoessel, the
defender of Port Arthur, in prison.
Here is what he writes:
Two cold blue eyes examined me
It acts pleasantly and naturally and through a tiny wicket in the door, and
truly as a laxative, and its component a rough voice said:
"What do you want?"
parts are known to and approved by
"I wish to see Gen. Stoessel," I an- physicians, as it is free from all objectionBwered.
able substances. To get its beneficial
"Have you permission?" said the
effects , always purchase the genuine
voice.
"Here is my ticket," I said, pro
manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
ducing a card on which It was stated
Co., only, and for sale by all leading
that the commander of the fortress of
St. Peter and St. Paul had tho honor
to accord me leave to see the "noble
Selfish Etiquette.
man Stoessel."
Some rules In an old book on etiThe gate in the high stone wall was
quette seem to encourage a practice opened and a soldier appeared. He
commonly called, "looking out for num- then showed the way to the reception
two of them:
ber one." Here-ar"When cake is passed, do not finger each piece, but with a quick
glance select the best.
"Never refuse to taste of a dish be
cause you are unfamiliar with it, or
you will lose the taste of many a delicacy while others profit by your ab
stinence, to your lasting regret."
Youth's Companion.

Saved From Being a Cripple for Life
"Almost six or seven weeks ago I
became paralyzed all at once with
rheumatism," writes Mrs. Louis Mc- Key, 913 Seventh street, Oakland, Cal.
"It struck me In the back and extend
ed from the hip of my right leg down
to my foot. The attack was so severe
that I could not move in bed and
was afraid that I should be a cripple
for life.
"About 12 years ago I received a
sample bottle of your Liniment but
never had occasion to use It, as I
have always been well, but some'
thing told me that Sloan's Liniment
would help me, so I tried It. After
the second application I could get
up out of bed, and In three days
could walk, and now feel well and
entirely free from pain.
"My friends were very much sur
prised at my rapid recovery and I
was only too glad to tell them that
Sloan's Liniment was the only med
lcine I used."
A manly man likes to acknowledge
his faults 'to a womanly woman who
tries to convince him that he has
none.

So Polite.
"She hasn't any cause to be snip
py with me. The last time I saw hei
I'm sure I did the politest thing 1
.could."
Í
"What did you do?"
"We were on a car and when a
man offered me a seat I said to her:
'You take it, dear; you're the older."1

Deafness Cannot Be Cured

d

y local applications, as they cannot reach tho di
eased portion of the ear. There Is only une way to
cure djaf ness, and that Is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness la caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When lull
tube la Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when it Is entirely closed, Deafness Is the result, and unions the Inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine case
out of ton are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothlui
but an Inflamed condition of the unions surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case of
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured
by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
K. J. CHENiSr 4 CO., Toledo, 0.
Bold by Druggists, 75c.

Take Bali's Family Pills fur constipation.

COMMON

PHRASE.

MAKES HOME IN A PIANO BOX.

The Odd Habitation of an Eccentric
Missourian.
Kansas City, Mo. Probably the
oddest habitation in Missouri is the
piano box home of Franz Mendel, an
"Something hard to beat."
aged German resident of St. Louis
county!
This queer dwelling is the
WRITER OF REAL TALENT.
regulation upright piano box laid flat
on the side which corresponds to the
Evidently the Bushby Clarion Had a
back of the piano and supported on
Genius on Its Staff.
large stones which iHie it about ten
inches from f.ie ground. The entire
The editor of the Bushby Clarion
outside of the "house" is covered with
leaned
back In his chair and surveyed
sheets of asbestos paper, and the top
or "roof" has an additional covering his visitor with a solemn and unwinking gaze. "You want to know if there's
of tar paper. The slanting portion of
any good reporter In this town?" he
the box Is hinged to the straight section, forming a sort of horizontal door, said, impressively. "Well, there is.
and the joint thus made is covered Therein Gid Hobart."
"What sort of work can he do?"
with a double thickness of asbestos
and tar paper to prevent any rain asked the visitor.
"His capabilities haven't had their
or snow from entering the box;
The interior walls are covered with full chance yet," said the editor, slowstout wrapping paper, and the whola ly, "but he's getting on, and I'm afraid
structure is absolutely Impervious ta we shall lose him before long. Why,
dampness. A shelf runs across tho last week that fellow wrote a two
side which would be the bottom of the column account of a fire that war
piano and this shelf Is well padded thrilling, I tell you!"
"Farmhouse, old mother, grandwith quilts and blankets and forms a
very comfortable bed for the occupant, father born there, and so forth, I supAnother and smaller shelf near the pose?" said the visitor.
"No, sir!" said the editor. "It was
front serves as a cupboard for a stock
of provisions. The stove, cooking a deserted
that's what it
utensils and water barrel are outside, was. I can tell you, that takes talent!
and the place has the appearance ot
V VUU
WILLI UB
A7Vl K.J iycc J
a temporary camp of some "knight ol always.
Youths Companion.
the road."
Mendel owns the land upon which
DR. TALKS OF FOOD
buildings
In
the
of
in
the
room
one
piano box stands and this tiny
the
court beyond.
A
Pres. of Board of Health.
We had not long to wait for Stoes- house is all the home he has.
four-roocottage
or
formerly
stood
sel. Punctually at one o'clock he
"What shall I eat?" Is the dally
came Into the room. He was dressed this land and the old man lived very
which
the nhvsfcian is met with. I do
comfortably
the
accident
before
In a black frock coat, his voice was
j not hesitate to say that In my judgweak and he looked older and more destroyed it.
Tramps broke into his cottage one ment a large percentage of disease is
wrinkled than when he was on trial
night while Mendel was in St. Louia caused by poorly selected and impropa few months ago.
'Oh, yes, one can live here, and in on a visit to his daughter, aud acci- erly prepared food. My personal expefood,
sufficient comfort," he replied to our dentally set fire to the tace. When rience with the,
enables me to
Inquiries about his life, "but it is a the owner returned the next morning known as Grape-Nutsvegetable existence. More than any he found his home in ashes. Being too speak freely of Its merits.
"From overwork, I suffered several
thing I feel the loss of my uniform poor to build another house and un
For 40 years I have worn the dress willing to live anywhere else, h years with malnutrition, palpitation of
of an officer and now I am not allowed bought the piano box and set It up on the heart and loss of sleep. Last sumto put on the coat of a common sol the site of his former home, and has mer I was led to experiment personsince lived in it as snug as a bug In a ally with the new food, which I used
dier or to use a military cap."
"How does your excellence spend rug. His neighbors feared that .hi In conjunction with good rich cow's
would suffer during the winter, bui milk. In a short time after I comthe day?" I asked.
very
begins
early
for St. Peters he declares that he was as comforta menced its use, the disagreeable symp"It
burg, he replied, "at nine o'clock they ble all the time as he ever was in th toms disappeared, my heart's action
bring the samovar and I take tea. old cottage, and the only thing he became steady and normal, the funcThe authorities do not provide bread lacks Is room to walk about undei tions of the stomach were properly
and we have to provide that for our shelter when it rains. In bad weathei carried out and I again slept as sound
selves. After a light breakfast I dress he is compelled to spend the time on ly and as well as in my youth.
as a per-- I
"I look upon Grape-Nut- s
and go out for a walk in the little gar- his bunk or be exposed to the weathei
no
one
can
food,
feet
gainsay
but
and
queer
house.
his
outside
den. At one o'clock I and the other
officers imprisoned in the fortress dine
Mendel is 83 years old, but vigorous that it has a most prominent place in
together and after the meal I always and active. He chops his own fire a rational, scientific system of feedfind my wife waiting to see me. We wood, carries water every day front ' ing. Any one who uses this food will
have a right to receive friends only the brook about 200 yards away, and soon be convinced of the soundness of
once a week, but the czar has ac does all the work around his "place the principle upon which it is manucorded me the special privilege to see as well as a much younger man coulc factured and may thereby know the
f
facts as to its true worth." Read "The
my dear wife every day.
She re- do It.
mains until three o'clock and is not
His daughter has repeatedly tried Road to Wellville," In pkgs. "There's
permitted to stay longer. When she to induce him to abandon his uncom a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new
is gone I stroll In the garden for a lit- fortable quarters and live with her
tle and then I settle down to work, but he prefers the country and lti one appears from time to time. They
I am writing my memoirs."
discomforts to anything the city coul: are genuine, true, and full of human
"Perhaps you will allow me to see offer him, he declares.
interest.
hen-hous-

Is

J

v

fully-cooke- d

In a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S FOOT-EASA powder. It cures painful, smarting, nervous feet and ingrowing nails.

It's the greatest comfort discovery of
the age. Makes new shoes eay. A
certain cure for sweating feet. Sold
by all Druggists, 25c. Accept no sub
stitute. Trial package, FREE. Ad
dress A. S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y,

A good life is the readiest way to
procure a good name. Whichcot.
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WALK

2450

RENDEZVOUS OF DEMOCRATS

MILES

"Razor ail rignt, sir?"

"My gooJ man," said the customer,
'if you hadn't mentioned It, I should

BIGGEST

WEST TO EAST WALK
EVER ACCOMPLISHED.

-

t:

Win Fifteen Hundred Dollars.
Over mountains and through snow,
through wet, Blush and mud, freezing
at times, and oppressed by heat at
others, William Jackson and R. T. Hay,
two sturdy Scotchmen, walked every
mile of the way from Seattle to Chicago, just arriving within a few hours
'of the time limit, thereby winning a
nnrSA of Piftpon Wiinrlrnil TVillnvo diion
by the Seattle Athletic Club, for accomplishing this feat within the prescribed time.
Jackson and Hay left Seattle with
but Five Dollars In money, were
obliged to earn their way as they
went and leave no unpaid bills, and
complete the journey In ninety days.
An Interesting incident In connection with .the walk, was that each of
the contestants wore a pair of the
Mayer shoes, that neither
ripped nor lost a stitch during the entire trip of 2450 miles the hardest test
any shoes could be put to speaking
volumes for the extraordinary wearing
qualities of the shoes manufactured by
the F. Mayer Boot & Shoe Co., Milwaukee. .

Bits of Wisdom.
A bluff is all right as long "is you
can keep the lid on.
After coaxing a girl to sing a man la

'

WF$mi

Mis

Conquer by Cheerfulness.
ia our duty to preserve cheerful-

ness. Life has Its sunshine and pleasures, its cheerful heights which anyone may climb, if he have but the
courage and faith. Kendrick.
NO SKIN LEFT ON BODY.

For Six Months Baby Was Expected
to Die with Eczema Now Well
Doctor Said to Use Cuticura.
"Six months after birth my little girl
broke out with eczema and I had two
doctors In attendance. There was not
a particle of skin left on her body, the
blood oozed out just anywhere, and we
had to wrap her in silk and carry her
on a pillow for ten weeks. She was the
most terrible sight I ever saw, and for
six months I looked for her to die. I
used every known remedy to alleviate her suffering, for it was terrible'
gave her up. Dr.
to witness. Dr. C
B
recommended the Cuticura
Remedies.
She will soon be three
years old and has never had a sign
of the dread trouble since. We uséd
about eight cakes of Cuticura Soap
and three boxes of Cuticura Ointment.
James J. Smith, Durmid, Va. Oct. 14
and 22, 1906."

apt to wish he hadn't.
His satanlc majesty Is probably
a&hamcd cf some of his associates.
In the spring the gardener's fancy
turns to thoughts of green goods.
Don't expect to strike any man
favorably if you aim at his pockgtbook.
The headache of a woman Is natural,,
but that of a man is usually acquired.
When a young man squanders a
month's salary on an engagement ring

that

Is love.

:::yi::::::;:

Pointed Paragraphs.
Is something that a woman
seciet
.A
Copyrltrht Ijy Waidon Fawcett.
Brown Palace hotel at. Denver, where the Democratic national conven- doesn't know.
germ 19
Bu the
tion will be held this summer. The headquarters of the national committee
about the worst.
are located in this hotel.
Don't get the habit of going around
with your bristles up.
Men must either boss or be bossed
CAUSE OF JAPS' SUNT EYES wait so patiently for an understand and the latter are married-- .
If a man has money to bum his
ing boots to come and gather them
Fold of Skin Creates What Is Known in, and in the dark watches of the friends will gladly furnish the matches.
Riches have wings, but poverty
to Western Peoples as the
night they know that they have crawls under the door and abides with
Mongolian Eyelid.
failed their master. They of neces- us.
A $10 violin In tune turns out better
sity must realize how he is going to
than a $1,000 piano out of tune.
A Jap looks like a Jap because he
feel in the morning, and, unable to
Is a man justified in telling a few
has a Mongolian eyelid. A fold of
help themselves or him, they brace white lies in order to make his wife
skin covering the corner of the eye themselves and wait
happy?
a? patiently as
near the nose is rare in adult white possible for that awful revealing mopeople, but exists naturally among
ment when the door will be opened
the Japanese, and is called the Mon- and they will be discovered in their
O. Di you take no
golian fold. In the majority of dirt.
chance when
cases this fold runs obliquely inward
buying a harness from us;
and downward from the upper lid STUDENTS IN MOCK FUNERAL.
every set warranted to be
so that the inner corner of the eye is
as represented. This douunaccorded
mock
funeral
A
an
ble team harnot round as in White faces but
ness complete
been
"sent
collars
with breech-InRsharp. When the fold is large it dergraduate who had
and
Concord
spreads to the inner part of the lower down" from Jesus college, Oxford,
style,
traces,
for
lid, in which case the upper lid does was broken up by a proctor and his
J22.00.
Sold
catour
Send
everywhere
free
$27.00.
for
for
not cross the corner, the transparent, "bulldogs." The procession was alogue of saddles and harness. Lowest prices
In the U. S. The Fred Mueller Saddle &
Co.. 1413-1- 0
Larimer St.. Denvir. Colo.
external coat of the eyeball, hori- headed by an open cart, in which
with
a QTnP REPAIRS of every Known make
zontally but obliquely, giving to the was the undergraduate,
ulUICol stove, furnace or ranpe. Geo. A.
eye the distinctive expression met masked headsman with ax and block Tullen. 1S31 larence, Denver, inone no.
with in the Japanese. Another pe- beside him. This was followed, by BROWN PALACE HOTEL tt
European l'lau. $1.50 and Upward.
culiarity of the upper lid in the about 40 cabs, containing the
Mongolians is the lack of develop- "mourners," decorated with funeral
MANTELS AND TILES.
Denver Mantel & Tile Co., 1BT.2
ment of the groove below the eye- emblems. The procession wa i stopped
Denver. Largest stock west
St.,
brows. The skin covering the upper in the High street. The proitor took of Chicago. Ship Into every western
state. Catalog on application. Estilid is loose, so that when the carti- the names and addresses of all uni- mates given on tile floors. Correspondence solicited.
lage is raised the skin is thrown into versity men present. The underto
their
a fold. When this fold is well de- graduates were ordered back
E. E. BURLINGAME d, CO.,
veloped it drops slightly over the colleges and the procession ended.
ASSAY OFFICE
margin of the lid. This interferes London Evening Standard.
trouble-borrowin-

g

Denver Direetory

Har-ne-

Tre-mo-

Disposing

of the Baby.

Little Freddy was the only child in
the family. He had no little sisters or
brothers to play with' him, so when
he was told that a baby sister had
come, he was very happy. But he soon
found that father and mother did not
pay so much attention to him as they
formerly had, and that baby seemed
to be considered of more account
than he. This worried Freddy; but he
suddenly thought of something which
would help him out of his trouble.
Some weeks before his father had put
a sign up: "Ashes to Give Away; Inquire Within." Freddy remembered
that a man had come and taken the
ashes away. So he got to work, and
one day surprised his father by displaying another sign, hung In a prominent place; "A BaBy tO give awaY.
INqulre oF FreDdY."

with the eyelashes, directing them
downward instead of forward.
THE

BRITON

AND

HIS BOOTS

Writer In New York Newspaper Comments on What He Regards as
Pathetic Sight.

PLANT ROSES WITH PI RPOSE.
The school children of Portland,
Ore., under the supervision of their
women school teachers, planted 5,000
rose bushes in the city parks on
Washington's birthday. It is said to
be the hope of Oregon women that
the first blossoms from these bushes
will be used to celebrate tht passage
of the suffrage amendment to the
state constitution, the discussion of
which comes up early next June in

A most pathetic sight is to see in
any of the big hotels a pair of boots
placed so confidingly outside the
owner's door, says the New York
fine
The extraordinary popularity of
white goods this summer makes the Sun. The owner is obviously British the state legislature.
choice of Starch a matter of great imthe stanchness of his boots would
portance. Defiance Starch, being free have proved that but the point that
IN AID OF ITALIANS.
from all Injurious chemicals, Is the
only one which is safe to use on fine
fabrics. Its great strength as a stiffen-e- r
makes half the usual quantity of
Starch necessary, with the result of
perfect finish, equal to that when the
goods were new.
Same Thing.
"Whom did you say she was going
to marry?"
"A Hungarian count."
"
"Oh, i thought you said 'hungry.'

'

The neighbors may know what you
have got, but what they don't know
li how you got It.

well-know- n

It

never have known there was a razor
my face."
The tonsorial artist smiled delight
edly. Here was a good omen Indeed.
"Thank you, sir," he said.
"No," added the customer, reflectively. "I should have thought you
were using a file."

oi

aflWra

no

tViaf

rnnnlina

tifl

nf.

t.Vl(

quick, is his trust that those boots
can take care of thcmsclveii, that
they will find some one to clean
them and will be ready in the morning for immaculate wear. While he
sleeps they stand as best they can
the scornful looks of the pawersby ;
they hear the ribald remarks of the
bellboys and chambermaids; they

Miss Helen Gould has given
$1,000 to the Waldensian Aid society, the object of this society being
to improve the spiritual anl domestic relations of the Italians in this
country. There are now 35 societies.
The society in Italy is doing good
peasant
work, the
girls being taught t vma1 3 lace.
hard-worki-

iit

.0RY

Established in Colorado,1866. Samples .by mail or
express willreceivepromptandcarofulattention
Gold &S!lverBullton Re,10VdvCHAsEA"a,ed
PnNCFNTR&TlnN.
CYANIDE

tcctc

1736-173- 8

AMD
AMALGAMATION
100 lbs. to carload lots.
iv-j-

Lawrence

i.

... tnrms.

St., Denver,

Colo.

Tne lirKeHt WeHtern Department Store
and .Mull Order llouxe.

40,000 People Shop Here by Mail
We are pleasing others. W can
please you.
Return anything that disappoints.
Ask for our Mail Order Bulletin.

Denver,

('llorado,

HOWARD E. BURTON,
Specimen

nrloew.

Gold,

II

ver. lead,

SI;

fllver, 75c: Kold, 60c: zinc or copper.
fold, Cyanide
.est. Mailing envelopes and
full price list sent on application. Control
umpire work aoltrlten. Lenriville. Colo.
lUforonce. Carbonato National Bank.

Land

Noitce for Publication
Department of the.Interior,

Office

at Clavton,

New Mexico,
May 23, 1908. .
Notice is hereby given that Angelina WillarJ, of Roy, N. M., who, on
March 2ith, 1907, made homestead entry, No. ll(7(), for SW 14, section 10
township 20 íí, range 2tf E, N. M. P,
Meridian, has filed noticj of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to ths land above described, before U. S. Commissioner,
Alex S. Busnkevitz, at his office in
Roy, N. M., on the 15th day of July,
1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William F. Gross, of Roy, N. M.
John M. Turner, of Roy, N. M., Geo.
W. Shoopman, of Roy, N. M., J. B.
Carson, Solano, N. M.
Elward V. Fox.
-

Register.

.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

County

Synopsis of the U.S.

Proceedings.

!,

.

Department of the Interior,
New court adjourned until FebGovernment Lanj Law
United States Land Office,
.'
ruary 21, 1908.
Clayton, N. M., May 23, 1908.
All men and woinén over 2 1
Notice is hereby given that Cristina
February 24th, 1908. Morning years of age, widows,, and perLaurabach, of La Cueva, N. M. who,
sons under 21 years, of age who
on March 28th, 1903, made homestead Session.
entry, No. 4480, for W 2 SW
are
the heads of families, who
The court was opened as adNE 4 S W
SE 4 NW
section
5. township 17 N, range 25 E, N. M.
not owners of moré thán 160
are
journed, present Honerable Juan
P. meridian, has filed notice of intenacres
of land, who are. citizens or
tion to make final, five year proof to de Mata Mares, chairman,
have
establish claim to the land above dedeclared
their intention to
George V. Santiste1
scribed, before A. S. Bushkevitz, U.
become
of fhe United
citizens
S. Commissioner, at Ids office in Rov, van, members, Juan Navarco,
N. M., on the 15th day of July,-1908States
are
qualified
to make a
clerk and Juan B. Martinez, sheriClaimant names as witnesses: Dan.
entry.,
homestead
..
ff.
Laumbach, of Roy, N; M. Henry
Not later than six months from
of La Ceuva, N. M. Izaillas
Quintana, of Roy N. M. Esteban CorProceeds to dispatch of busi- date of, entry., the ' homestead
dova, of Roy, N. M.
ness. Now comes Luóiano Gal-lego- claimant must establish his resi'
Edward W. Fo"x.
.
representing
Rome- dence upon the land, and ' after
Regjster.
-

'

4,

Dam-ecioTafoy-

:

,

Lau-ml.dc- h,

l

, Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
New Mexico,
Land Office at Clayton
'
May

;

23 1908.

Notice is hereby given that Cres'si-J. Blanchard, of Solano, N. M., who,

on April 18th, 1!M)7, made homestead
section 7
entry No. 172!t0, for SW
township IS) N, range, 27 E, N. M. P.
Maridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final commutation proof, to
establish claim 'to the land above
described, before U. S. Commissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz, at his office in
Roy, N. M., on the 14th day of July,
liKW. Claimant names as witnesses;
Frances M. Hughes, Anthony E.
Shultz. Joseph R.. Grover, John W.
Lile, all of Solano, N. M.
i , . V- " Edward W. Fox,
530-7- -4..
" Register..
V
4,

-

NOTICE

-

..;

OP PUBLICATION.

Department of thelnterior- ,United States Land Office, ':
Clayton N.'M., May 23, 1!K)8.
Notice is hereby gived that George
W.Shoopinan, of'Roy N.M.,who, on
March 2(th,1907,made hamestead entry
W.Township
No.l6(i71,for
20N,Range 20 E,N.M.P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
commutation Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before Ü.
S. Commissioner' Alex S, Bushkevitz,
at his office in Roy,N.M., on the Kith
day of July, 1908. Claimant names as
witnesses; L.S.Baker, . W. F Gross,
Chas. Kidd, Frank J.Sheltren, all of
Roy, N,M.
Edward W. Fox.
"

"

.

SEl-4,secti-

Register.'

NOTICE

'

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Clayton, N. M., May 23, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Felicia-n- o
Lucero, of Roy, N. M., who on
April 1st, 1903, made homestead entry
section 32,
No. 4498, for S 2 NE
W 2 NW 4 section 33, township 21
N, range 25 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before A.S.
Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office in Roy, N. M., on the 10th.
day of July 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses; Trinidad Lucero, Adolpho Montoya, Thomas McGrath, John Tasharski all of
Roy N. M.
"
Edward W. Fox,
4,

1--

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

....

Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
May 23, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Oluf
Eastwold, of Roy, N. M who, on
April 25th, 1907, made homestead ensection 35,
try, No. 17349, for SE
township 20 N, range25. E, N. M. P.
Meridian; has filed notice of intention to make final commutation , proof
to the land above
to establish claim Ü.
S. Commissioner
described, before
A: S. Bushkevitz, at his office at Roy,
N. M., on the 14th day of July, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: Melvin
E. Morse, J. H. Mahoney, Pedro
Aldeiz, J. E. Mahoney, all of Roy,
N. M.
Geo. W. Detamore.
Receiver.
1-- 4,

,

..

NOTICE

.

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Clayton, N. M, May 23, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Asencion
L.. Bernal, of Roy, N. M.,. who. on
April 1st, 1903, made homestead entry
section 31,
No. 4497. forS 2 NE
S 2 NW 4 section 32, towship 21 N
range 25 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the aboye described land, before U.
S. Commissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz,
at his office in Roy, N; M., on the
Kith day of July, 1908.
Claiment
names as witnesses: Trinidad Lucero,
Feliciano Lucero, Adolpho Montoya,
John Tasharski all of Roy, N.M.
Edward W. Fox.
'
Register.
(

4,

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

ro y Lopez, who protest against
the petition for public road for
the citizens of La Canada se Fata
Negue, in the precinct number 22
pleads that thé petition should
be dismissed. The board gave
attention to the matter and after
due consideration, the board
that the said road is not
necessary and the board dismissed the petition.
v,
:

Now comes an affidavit; made by
Jose Dolores Medina,; arid say?
that he is the head of the. family
and that in his assessment they
did not grant him the extension
of $200.00 for the year of '1907.
The board taken the affidavit, un
der consideration and ordered
that the extention of $200;00
should be granted to the aforesaid Jose Dolores Medi nafor, the.
year of 1907 and therefore order
the collector to make reduction
in the assessment books.

May 23, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Grover C.
who. on
McCleary, of Solano,N-M- .,
March 13th . KM)7, made homestead
entry, No. 1(5138, for W 2 SW1-4- , Wl2
WN
13,Townshib 19 N.Range
27F.,N. M.P. Meridian, has filed notice
tomake final commutation proof, to est
ablish claim to the land above describ
ed, before A.S. Bushkevitz, U.S. Conim
issioner, at his office in Roy N.M. , on
Approved Accounts.' .
the 14th day of July, 1908. Claimant
names ef witnesses: j.C. Walker, R.H
To Consicion Arettano: Supt.
Houser, Clyde Talbot, Sherman Troop
all of Solano, N.M.
of roads precinct no. 9, year 1907,
'
'
. EDWARD W. FOX, : $38.00.
'
-- '"':'
5.30--7-- 4.
Register.

fourteen months of actual residence, if he has resided upon and
cultivated the land, can commute
or pay for the land at the, rate oí
$1.25 per a?re, when the claimant will receive patent to the land
from the government.1 It claimant does not wish to commute, he
can reside continuously upon the
land five years, and upon filling
proof that he has done so, will
receive a patent to the land.
Soldiers who served hi the war
of the rebellion, the Spanish or
the Philippine wars are entiled
to have the timé of service not
exceeding four years counted as
residence on the land.
'
Thewiddw of a deceased' ' soldier who never used his '
can make á soldier's
homestead entry and is" required
tó residé personally on ' the land
for one year. If a widow of a
deceased soldier has died or
again married, his' .minor children, through a guardian, can
make soldier's homestead en.

homo-stead'right-

,.

'

'
'
'
try,
;
If a homestead claimant dies',
land, goes to the widowif ho
To Juan N. Aragón,; Supt of the
'
leaves one; if not to liis'" lkirs.
Notice for Publication.
roads precinct no. 17, year 1907,
" Department of the Interior,
'
Neither the widow nor the heirs
Land Office at Clavton New Mexeco. $14,00.
May 23. 1908,
To Nemecio Sandoval, Supt, of are. required to live on the land
but, must keep up the improv-ments- .
Notice is hereby giveu (hat Maria roads precinct no. 12, year 1907.
.

'

-

Martina Galvan, of Leon, N. M., who $40.00.
on March 12th. 1908, made homestead
Any homesteader, who by failentry, No. 240(5(5, for Lots 3,4, SE 4
The following fines were ap- ure of crops,
sickness or any
SW
NE
section 2,
NW
township 19 N, range 32 E N. M. P. proved:
other
unavoidable
casualty is unMeridian, has filed notice of his inEancarnacion Garcia, Supt. of able to make a living
for himself
tention to make five year' proof, to
establish claim to the land above de- roads, district no. 3.
and
family
on his' claim, can sescribed, before U.' S. Commissioner,
Melguiades Mascarenas,Supt. cure a leave
of absence not exManual Martinez,- at his office in
of
roads, district no. 2.
Gallegos, N. M., on the 14th day of
ceeding
one year. When a leave
July, 1908. Claimant names as witThe court adjourned for re- of absence is granted, the time
nesses: Jose de La Luz Cisneros, Of
M.,
Rafael
Cisneros, of cess until 2 p. m.
Leon, N.
the settler is absent must be
Gallegos, N. M., Juan Jose Duran,
made up at the end of five years
of Leon, N. M., Preciliano Galvan,
Afternoon Session.
of Leon, N. M.
residence and cultivation requirE. W. Fox,
The board meets and having ed by law.
Register.
4,

1-

4,

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Departnent of the Interior,
Land Office at Clavton, New Mexico,
May 23, 1908.
''.Notice is hereby given that Harry
G. Scott, of Solano, N. M., who, oh
March 25th, 1907, made homestead
section
entrv, No. 1(5(517. for NW
3, township 18, N range 27 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, lefore U. S. Commisioner,
A. S. Bushkevitz, at his offiicein Roy
N. M., on the 14th of July, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses; J. L.
Nicoley, C. C. Talbot, P. W. Cate.
S. A. Edwards, all of Solano, N. M.Edward W. Fox
Register.
4,

a corum present proceeds to
patch of business.

dis-

NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.

Department of tha Interior
at Clayton, New Mexico
May 23, 1908.
Luciano Espinosa, Supt, of
Notice is hereby given that Thomas
roads precinct no. 16 $38.00.
T. Moore, of Roy, N. M., who, on
March 11th, 1907, made homestead
Now the board orders the Coun- entry,
No. 10040, for NE
seeüoh
ty Assesser in the assessment of 32, township 20 N, range, 27 E, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inthe county for the fiscal year of tention
to make final commutation
1908 to wit; and it ordered to fol- proof,
to establish claim to land
above described, before U. S. Comlow the assistant in conforming missioner, A. S.
Bushkevitz, at his
in proceeding of the board of the office in Roy N. M., on the 15th day
July 1908. Claimamt names as
territory equalization to be held of
witnesses; Jacob Floershiem, It C
in Santa Fe New Mexico, January Grunig, A. B. Stanton, Jr., D. g!
Simmons, all of Roy, N. M.
16th, 1908.
Edward W. Fox,,
';.
Registe;-- .
((

Approved Accounts.

'.. Land

Office

4,

.

Territorial

Engineer V. L. Sullivan

American educational Methods.

has approve:! the following application
Here Is another tribute to the value
for water rights: W. A. Williams for of American educational methods. In

HÍMUF

ROY, NEW MEXICO

bW

IñOOl

The fast growing and prosperous little town of about 500 inhabitants, located on the Dawson Branch of the El

the waters of the Galisteo, near Kenne- a paper
read by Sir William Henry
dy; John Grass and Mollle Grass for
Preece, formerly president of the in- Paso and Southwestern system In the
the waters of the Cimarron river.
part pf Mora county, has since
The fine condition of the Tucumcarl stitution of Civil Engineers, before the eastern
its opening to the new comer and
schools Is shown by the fact that for Royal Society of Arts in London, the homeseeker
on January 1, 1907, shown
the next school term the school board speaker mentioned the difficulty if not n wonderful development as to populaROY, NEW MEXICO.
and
$7,000
about
spend
able
to
will be
impossibility of making a comparison tion and agricultural pursuits, about
term.
there will be a full nine months'
English and American meth- 800 homesteaders and desert entries
The enrollment for the past year has between
were filed on since that date and more
ods, owing to the fact that the Ameribeen COO.
are coming In with every excursion, It is Stone Work, Carpenter and Plasterer.
boy
energy
possesses
can
and
"the
Hon. J. A. Mahony of Duming,
now the largest precinct In the county
Luna county, has offered a handsome smartness of a new race; the Euro- as to size and populationtrophy in the form of a silver cup with pean boy mentally is two years behind
The town Is coming to the front with
Adobe-makina Specialty.
gold mountings for the best school ex- him." This explained
business houses,
In modern and
the
difference
Exhibition
hibit at the International
In :iplte ot the money stringency; buildheld In connection with the Sixteenth curricula and examination papers. ings ure erected in all parts of the
Rates
National Irrigation Congress at Albu- But it is Amsrican adaptation to these town, yet there are a good many busi- First-cla$1.50 and $2.00
querque this tall.
different conditions which accounts for' ness opportunities and chances for any Accommodation
Nicholas Blair and Enrique Valcer the success of educational methods kind of Investment.
There are many tnousands of acres of
were lodged in jail at Santa Fe in de- hero. Still further testimony to the
fault of $250 bail each charged with efficacy of American ideas Is found in good level agricultural land around
Roy, that may be tiled on under the
impersonating a policeman. It is alleged they arrested Philip Vigil, charg- the proposition from Germany that the Homestead desert land laws.
During the past season the first
ROY, N.
ing him with larceny and frightening conversational style of teaching lanbv the new farmers proved
him to such an extent that he gave up guages, be put Into practice by an exbe grown on our soli,
Homeseekers can obtain satisfactory
$10 In order to be released.
change of American and German pro- that anything canoats,
corn, sugar cane, rates by asking for samé.
wheat,
as
such
held
its fessors, the American professors inThe Santa Fe high school
kaltir corn, milo Maize and vegetables,
annual commencement May 22d. The structing
A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.
German students by this as good us can be grown In the eastern
Class was addressed by Prof. W. C.
states.
Tight, president of the University of method, and vice versa. German eduWater can be gotten at a depth of 30
New Mexico. T. B. Catron, president cators are alive to the practical deISO feet, an v where around Rov. Well
to
of the board of education, presented mands of the times, arid appear to deyet in obtaining
diplomas to the following graduates: rive much inspiration from the United drillers have not failed
water for those for whom they have
McFle,
Jr.,
E.
Crandall,
John
J. M. WILBURN, Prp.
Dorllska
drilled.
Helen Laughlin, Edward L. Safford, States.
The town of Roy will In the very near
Mary McFle, Homer E. Stephens and
future be the county seat of a new First-clas- s
at ReasonAccomodations
Object Lesson.
Helen C. Randall.
county, as its adjacent vicinity is des
,
a China"If the rich of the West side think tined to be the most prosperous comSam Kee, aged
able Rates.
man, who has kept a curio store at Al- they have been hurt by the Wall munity in the
n
part of
years and street panic," said the East side New Mexico.
buquerque for twenty-fivA. S. Bushkevltz, Pres.
who was considered wealthy, died May dweller, "let them come down some
Max M. Bushkevltz, Vice Pres.
22d. His son, San Ho Kee, a graduate cold and drizzly
A. Bushkevltz, See. and Tread
Saturday morning
MORA COUNTY
of the Albuquerque high school and
look at the pushcart market in
and
now a student at the University of
the raln. The wet fruit, the dripPopula
Area. 2.542 snuare miles.
Michigan, is the first Chinese boy to
ping paper bags, the drenched carpet tion, 13,000; the census of 1900 gave it a
the
in
graduate from a high school
protected by the population of 10,304. Assessed valua
West. San Kee was oue of the best slippers only half
neckties, tion, $1,175,823. County seat, Mora.
known Chinese in this part of the lirlnnins oil cloth, the ruined
Postofflces. Mora. wagonmound, La
country and a pioneer of Albuquerque. the rustling tins, the spoiled suspendCleveland, Guadalupita, Chacon,
Cueva,
should
they
all
than
Last season the Tularosa valley lost ers But more
Ocate, Roy, Lucero, Halls Peak, IIol- make
try
their
who
to
people
see
the
killing
frost
by
a
crop,
caused
its fruit
Watrous,
Shoemaker,
man,
Weber,
s
th 21st dav of April, something un living selling these Infinitesimal,
Mills, Ledoux.
(INCORPORATED)
almost worthless things, look
known for the past forty years. The
Mora County's agricultural products
only trouble the people have usually ing on at the ruin of their merchanexceed those in.yu.lue, ojanj.otlier.Ne.'
- Capital Stock $25,000
from-the
sheltei of doorways," of Mexico "county7 and" it can rightfully
had. with their fruit in the past Is thai,.
' '"the. trees' would overbear if they were dise
claim the honor of being the leading
NEW MEXICO
cellar doors, of the
MORA CO,
not severely thrashed. This season roof of the elevated if they happen tc nsrriciiltural county in the territory. ROY,
there will be an immense crop of be near one, rushing wildly out from However, Its range interests exceed in
fruit; the farmers have gotten in most
value even Its agricultural wealth. Yet
poor shelters at the slightest
of the first cutting of alfalfa, which these
Its area Is only 2,542 square miles, beof
part
the
on
inclination
of
all
show
made in the neighborhood of two tons
ing less than that of any other county,
Y.
Press.
N.
buy."
to
to the acre and will be cut from four the passer
excepting Santa Fe, Taos, and Bernalto five times more during the season,
illo; still this area is more than twice
while all other crops tie doing well.
that of Rhode Island and 600 square
FOR SALE.
miles greater than that of the state of
One of the features of the coming
Exposition
Industrial
Delaware. According to the census of
International
land, about 1900. its population is 10,304, or four
1,000 acres of alfalfa
which is to be held in connection with
the Sixteenth National Irrigation Coi! three miles from Moquiero, which can people to the square mile, a density of
population exceeded only by Santa Fe, CALLS ANSWERED DAY and NIGHT
gress this fall at Albuquerque, is the
Irrigated from rich wells, at $1.50 Bernalillo, and Taos counties.
be
and
prizes
handsome
. large number of
The county Is mountainous, the main
trophies offeied. These prizes are re- per acre.
4S8 acres of black rich bottom land, ridge of the Rocky mountains passing
markable not only for their number
ROY, NEW MEXICO
but for their value. The exhibits for water very shallow, a good field for through its western part, while the
eastern
to
the
almost
sheep
extend
foothills
include
offered
which they are
an artesian plow, at $25 per acre, six boundary. Some of the peaks rise to
and wool, Angora goats, vegetables oí
an, altitude of over 13,500 feet, while
many kinds, grain, cotton and forage miles from Roy.
C.
480 acre cattle ranch, about one and the lowest point in the county has an
plants, fruits, c ereals, educational
exhibits, minerals, forest products,
f
miles from Roy, plenty of ultitude of 4,000 feet.
Attorney -- at- Law
The hills are generally timbered, and
broncho busting, poultry, etc. A cash water, fine shelter and enough farm
ReForest
River
Pecos
of
the
portion
a
prize of $100 is offered for the best
From the main
on for stock, price serve is in the bycounty.foothills,
the mesa
range, broken
the
drilled company of cadets from the land to raise feed
the I ATTEND TO ALL LEGAL MATextends gently sloping toward can$3.000. houses and fences.
schools Qf New Mexico.
picturesque
There are
one southeast.
about
ranch,
and
making
the
1G0
farm
acre
valleys,
yons
fertile
of
the
and
correspondent
The Moriarty
TERS BEFORE ALL THE TERRIThe
one.
of Roy, plenty topography a very broken
west
one-hal- f
miles
and
Hayward,
B.
says:
drainJ.
In
entirely
the
New Mexican
county Is almost
LAND
TORIAL COURTS.
age basin of the Canadian River, the
of eood water, price $1,000.
IT. S. commissioner here, reports that
Mora River, a tributary of the Canamile
one
ranch
and
Cana320
farm
of
acre
the
dian. Other tributaries
MATTERS A SPECIALTY.
he has taken fifteen filings this week
the Ocate, the
Improvements and dian In the county are
Vermejo, and the lil erro. une nweei-watwhich will give some idea of the rapid- from town, good
and shallow water,
is a tributary of the Ocate. '1 he
ity with which, what little open land fenced, fine spring
principal tributaries of the Mora are
tlm Snnello. the Clayton
- - New Mexico
tha
there Is left, is being taken up. If fil- nrice $4.000.
Guadalupita, and the Lobo. The Pecos
20 patented 1C0 acre claims, all the
of the
ings continue at this rate there will be
River rises in the western part
Union Co.
to fifteen miles from county, and so does the Santa Cruz, the
no open land within fifteen miles of way from five
basin
drainage
to
belonging
the
latter
Moriarty thirty days from this date. town, at $500 to $1,500 per claim.
of the Rio Grande. The tributaries of
ti
muea m
to
the Mora drain auouc slope
close
Relinquishments also find a ready sale
12 choice relinquishments
of the
length of the eastern
at good prices. The greater portion of town, all the way from $100 to $1,000. Rocky mountains and play an importbeis
ant part in the determination ot the
land filed on and that purchased
Hotel furnished complete, two story stream flow.
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER
ing improved and put under cultivaCOUNTY SURVEYOR
tion. Several parties collectiely are building and two corner lots, price
NOTARY PUBMC.
contemplating the purchase of a steam $1,500.
JOHN FLORENCE,
plow, there now being no doubt as to
lots
corner
choice
A bargain in four
Chief Deputy at Mora, New Mexico.
the final successful outcome of the with large dwelling house and the
F. A. ROY,
valley.
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Assistant Chief Deputy at Roy, New
hotel
an
for
Moxlco.
location
finest
deeded land.
of town, 100 Acres rough
heart
the
in
room,
and
bar
and
Nature.
pasture
of
40 Acres
Wise Provision
level
farnyng land,
120 Acres good
womer.
price $1,500.
The skin of the men and
houses, good springs and 160
stone
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parthan
good
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adjoining;
and
much
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of some nations is
In hot
nrm a woU hv pTTtrtlovlnir un nfflclnl
rich, sandy loam soil.
particularly
Roy
on
the
others,
call
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of
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that
surveyor and thus get correct line and
miles to Gould. 6 miles to Mo
Th
nogro
countries. The Central African
Realty & Investment Company, Roy quero, a railway townsite.
numbers.
again
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most
re
has a skin about half as
and
oldest
$1,750.
The
Mexico.
New.
FOIl
AM.
of a neCan make land filings, final proofs
as that of a European. That
contests, In fact anyand liable real estate firm in the town of
& Locating Co. and commence
Land
Moquero
gro is thickest over the head
thing that you may require done in
Roy. The clients and business done
protection
form
to
business,
to which we will
back-evidthe land
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THE SPANISH AMERICAN

HOW TO TREAT HUSBANDS.

--

AND

Pastor Lays Down Epi
grammatic Rules for Wives.

New Jersey

EL HISPANO AMERICANO
S.

A

E

fcuSHKEVlTZ, Managing Editor,
Roy, New Mexico.
Asst. Editor,
H. BIERNBAUM,

SPRINGER,

Jersey

City, N. a.- - Rev. Dr. J. L.
Scudder, of the First Congregational
church, has preached a sermon on

Mora, New Mexico.

to Treat Your Husband." These
are some of the rules and comments
made on married life by the preacher:
"No wife can be as free and friv
olous as she was before her nuptial
days. Her station demands a certain
matronly dignity.
"Don't be one of those autocratic
creatures that say 'Marriage makes
two one and I'm the one.'
"The man who is married to one
of those female tyrants with firm chin
and haughty demeanor has no need
of purgatorial fire in the life to come.
"A qualification of a model wife is
to keep her temper and control her
tongue.
"A cross, cantankerous Jade lo.ves to
give her husband a piece of her
mind, and usually, like a mosaic, her
mind is composed of many pieces.
"Scolding wives live long and die
hard. They possess vitality, volubility
and sometimes vituperation.
"If a husband persists in going
round in his shirt sleeves and leaves
his clothes about the room when he
should put them in the closet, never
mind such trifles. They air only
spots on the sun."

Pub-

N. M.,
Entered at Roy and Mora, through
the
for transmission
matter.
class
second
as
muils
six
One year $2.00;
Subscription:
months 11.00; If paid in advance Í1.50
per year.
Headquarters and Office at Roy, Mora
County, N. M. All communicitanos
. are to be addressed to Alex. S.
Secretary, Roy, N. M.
Also publishers of the El Hispano Ampapers and printers of the County ofs
Mora. Tne largest anu uesi uowoyu-perin Mora County and have the
largest circulation.
post-offlc-

Busn-kevit-
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Notice to Advertisers.
Display ads 15c an Inch a week and
local liners one cent a woru an iauo
Mora County Publishing Co., Inc.,
Roy ii nil Mora, New Mexico.
30. 1908.

ROY.
A prosperous and growing new town
in the eastern part of Mora county on
the Dawson branch of the El Paso &

"

miles
Southwestern railway, sixty-ninnorth of Tucumcari and forty-twFARM FOR HUMMINGBIRDS.
miles east of Springer. Stock raising
and farming the industries. Immigra New York Woman Will Raise Tiny
Birds for Pets.
tion coming rapidly. Large quantities
of government land open for settleNew York. Convinced that hum
ment. Population, BOO. Altitude, 6,525 mingbirds will make good household
feet.
pets, Miss Gwendolin Brooks of Cen
leading tral Park West, is going to raise them
. We give below a list of the
In Central Islip, L. I. Miss Brooks has
enterprises of Roy;
bought a farm there and has obtained
Depot on the E. P. & S. W.
plans for aviaries from W. Albert
'
Postoffice.
Swassey.
Meat market.
She proposes to sell the tiny birds,
'
retail
and
wholesale
One general
and said she already has a lot of com
store.
missions for them. In spite of, their
Tin shop.
small size they are not difficult to keep
In good health, she declared, and they
Barbar shop.
are most interesting to study. She
Two hotels.
has experimented in raising them in
Four saloons.
the south and west.
Newspaper.
At' Central Islip Miss Brooks will
Two lumber yards.
make a specialty of the species known
Bank.
"
as the
birds. Their
Two general stores.
real home is in South America, but
they migrate to this climate in the
Bakery.
hot weather, nest here and return to
Blacksmith shop.
the tropics in August before cold
One United States commissioner.
weather can nip their frail bodies
One United States Court commisJust how they manage to survive the
sioner.
hardships of their long journey here
Two surveyors.
and back to the tropics has long puz
Two lawyers.
zled naturalists.
One real estate firm.
Miss Brooks says that if the birds
have considerable space to fly about
Two locators.
in and are well fed with honey and
Justice of the peace.
Insects they are not hard to raise.
Eight notaries public.
company.
Live stock
NEWSPAPER TO TELL TRUTH.
restaurants.
e

C. E.
40,000 ACRES OP

Hartley, Resident Agent.

IRRIGATED

.LAND FOR SALE

,

by March 1,1908.

e
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This Land Will

Publication Will Deal with Society
Regardless of Libel Laws.

Two doctors.
One dentist.
London. According to the Finan
Good opening for the the following
cial News, arrangements are being
branches of business:
made to publish an English daily
General wholesale and retail store.
newspaper, the chief feature of which
Grain, seed and feed store.
will be an absolute defiance of the
libel laws.
Hardware and implement store.
It will publish comment of any kind
Drug store.
upon
any person, will deal with society
Barber shop.
scandals
and financial gossip with un
'Shop.
Meat
restrained frankness,, not concealing
Blacksmith shop.
the names or the most intimate de
Bakery and confectionary .
tails. Cases before law courts on
Grocery store.
which comment is not allowed will
Laundry.
be discussed regardless of the law, in
a manner "calculated to take the curls
Building contractor.
out of counsels' wigs."
Planing mill.
Judges will be criticised as freely as
Modern hotel.
witnesses. If the latter are regarded
Tailor shop.
as committing perjury they will be
pilloried. Therefore the paper's conductor? propose to avoid .prosecution
or suppression of their sheet by printLIVERY, FEED AND BOARDING
ing it in Belgium or France and mailSTABLE.
ing copies to English subscribers.
There will be no offices in England.
Fine Driving Horses and New Rigs.
If the postoffice refuses to circulate
Prompt Service.
the paper in wrappers copies will be
North Main St., 3 Doors South of P. Q,
Inclosed In envelopes,

Leandro Archuleta

GET A CHEAP HOME.

Be Sold on

Easy Terms

Correspondence and Intcrvieics
vited.

In-

Mora County Publishing Co.
INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK, $5,000.00
Trinidad Lucero, Vice Pres't
E. II. Biernbauni, Treasurer

F. A. Roy, President
A. S. Bushkevitz, Secretary
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(English Edition)
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'
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AMERICANO

ONLY AND OFFICIAL
;

"ruby-breasted-

and builder.

Reservoirs & Ditches
will all be completed

tract recently
in the 50,000-acrpurchased of Captain French, adjoining Springer on the north and
west. Every foot of this land is of PERFECT WATER RIGHT INthe richest quality, capable of proCLUDED in EACH SALE.
ducing every variety of crops
adapted to this climate.
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO

o

Two
One contractor

Capital $300,000

N. M.
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AVeekley Newspaper.
Published by The Mora County
lishing Co., Inc.
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Remington
Typewriter
is the tandard of the world,

by which all others are
measured.
Remington Typewriter Company
(IncorponUd)

New York and Everywhere

J

Official Directory

with but little labor and investment United States as they had been to
on monthly. Freight wagons and the
of capital. Clay for
red Mexico, and many of them fought in prairie
schooners made the trip In six
and white sandstone, and limestone ex- the Federal
during
ranks
the
Civil
months, and some took a whole year
ist in large quantities and of commerWar.
In
M
I860
countv
of
the
to
TERRITORIAL.,
a return trip. The place was
make
cial quality. Near Wagon Mount de- created out of part of
the county of to the traveler an oasis and
VV. H. Andrews. . .Delegate in Congress posits of alum are reported.
a bulwark
I'aos.
seven
had
It
precincts
one
then,
against
the marauding Indians. The
George Curry. .Governor of New Mexico
THE
of
STOCK
the
precincts,
No.
4, Rayado, later old fort is 6,700
INDUSTRY.
Secretary
above sea level
J. W. Reynolds
According to this year's assessment being erected into the counties of Col- and situated in afeetvalley
e
Wm. J. Mills
Chief Justice
fax and Union. Being off the line of miles long and five miles twenty-fivhas about 15,000 cattle,
S. B. Davis
District Att the county
wide. The
greater
in
railroad
part,
many
primisheep,
3,000
Turkey
goats.
and
As
a
Mountains
matSecundlno Romero. District Court Clerk
to the east
ways still prevail side by side While tO the West lies
rlHA tha mnWH,!
ífr,.of,fact,tnese ñSrea should be mul- tive
COUNTV.
with advanced civilization, adding not slopes
tiplica at least bv twn Th
of the Rock mountains. The fort
a
little to the plcturesqueness and was abandoned in 1891. An extinct craMalaqulas Martinez
Councilman duced in the county amounts to about
K. H, Biernbaum
Representative 750,000 pounds anniiiitlv
i. n,l
ter lies between it nnd Ocate,
.,!., charms of the section.
for
K. E. Studley
Representative shipped out annually total almost a3
many miles around lava Is piledand
SETTLEMENTS.
up
Wagon Mound and Mora are the prln- Jose Vivian Frezquiez. . .Probate Judge many as the assessment crndita ti,
Guadalupita is situated
probate
Clerk county with. It has an
Juan Navarro
range and wiyai iuvii3 ni mora county aim are north of Mora in a beautiful vnllov
Sheriff two lading mi iatteningideal
Juan 1!. Martinez
treated under the head of "CHies and surrounded by high mountains. The
or
Chas. LT. Strong. Treasurer and Collector Is one of the nrlnnlnnl beef cattle towns of Now Mexico."
valley round about is well
bv
Albino Martinez
Assessor around Wagon Mound, Watrous, and
Watrous, on the San Miguel county several small streams, thewatered
of
Ricardo Martinez
line,
is next in importance as a ship- which Is the Coyote, which chief
other settlements. The eastern portion
gets
its
Superintendent of Schools
ucvuiuu entirely to stocK raising ping point, being the second largest flow from the Black Lakes In nr.Hasurveyor
1
Alex S. Bushkevltz
he mesas sunnnrt mimprnua
settlement on the Santa Fe railway in county.
There Is a sawmill, general
Board ot
Juan de Mata Mares
sheep and herds of cattle. This im the county.
Alfalfa and fruit are store, a church, and a school In the
County
Damaclo Tafoyamense stock range Is well watered and raised to a large extent around Wa- settlement, which also has a postofflce.
Geo. V. Santistevan J Commissioners
has good shelter in its breaks and trous. There are two large store, a na,, grain, potatoes and legumes are
"
canons. The grass is very nutritious, blacksmith shop, two churches, and a raised in large quantities,
PRECINCT.
but the chief
being
black gramma and blue joint, and schoolhouse.
One and a half miles Industry is stock raising. Mnnv thou
Justice of the Peace in most
Guad Garcia
years
from
graze
sheep
sand
Watrous
the
is
Fe
railway
Santa
cut
hay,
is
in
for
yielding
the
hills,
on
Deputy Sheriff as high
Wm. A. Brumage
as two tons to the acre. For- operating a stone quarry which at the mountains browse many and of
HO A HI) OF EDUCATION.
tunes have been made In Mora county times employs from 300 to 400 men, cattle. Grass comes very mirlyherds
in the.
Chairman by
Alex S. Buslikevitz
stock raising, and the man who nns'- - supplying bullast for the railway spring, and therefore catlm do excepClerk
Herman Goodman
and track. Two train loads of stone are tionally well. The winters are mild.
Member sesses capital, some experience
Lucas Vigil
i ne road to the Black Lakes, Cimarron,
uuHiness annity can invest money to shipped dally. Population, 350.
no better numósa than in thin in.
Cleveland, better known as San An- Llizabethtown.
and
'rana
tonio, lies three miles west of Mora, through Guadalunlta.
dustry.
th'.
WEALTH.
crnasilnnin
Coyolo
twenty-threthe
Mora
valley.
e
Two stores, a sawAGRICULTURE.
times in the canThe assessment of 1907 gives the tax
on.
mill,
Many
postollice
and
fishing
Populaare
a
here.
Ann's
nartv
$1,175,
It
able wealth of Mora county as
The county leads in aericiiltiirn To tion, 00.
way to this canyon or to the Black
823. an increase of $9.145 over the pre gether with Taos county
was
Agua
it
the
Negra
Lakes,
is
four miles west of
where trout flshlno- ,.u ,oii ....
vious year. The census of 1901! gives granary of the southwest
many
also in the Mora vallev. It lias hunting, yields excellent sport. Poputhe vulue of agricultural wealth of years, and before the adventforof the Mora,
a postofflce, one store, a Protestant lation. 250.
the county as J2, 581,000, but tne real railroads caravans came
far and church, a mission school, and a sawIs SÍV .....v.w
Tlirflllillo
mlloa ,tw,
linrlh yji n.,
wealth of the county undoubtedly ap- near to secure wheat andfrom
.7
agriother
mill. At this point the main road to daliipira.
past
There are two sawmillsUU.l"
proximates $6,000.000. During the
in
cultural
products.
Even
today from Mora starts. Population, 500.
Hie vauey, wun an
Inexhaustriscal year 100,000 acres were settled 25 to 60 wagons, loaded with
agriculRito de la Agua Negra is fifteen ible supply of timber almost
to draw nn. Hiv
upon by homesteaders, unaer me isu tural products, are on the
road daily miles west of Mora
is the center of gram, and Mie
nr th ni.i
erul nnil land laws.
from the Mora valley to Las Vegas or the best oats and andpotato
producing clpal crops. Potatoes, however, are
Mora Is one of the few counties In to Wagon Mound. Five acres
produce
grown
valley
in
the county. It has two stores,
to an Immense size. A number
the Territory where the area appropri- 13,665 pounds of oats, or 85 bushels to a Protestant
church, a Catholic church. of promlsi,.
mineral prospects are in
ated exceeds the area ot public lands, the acre. Potatoes
3 to 5
yield
from
neur-o- y
Popumo
and
Protestant
mission
school.
entry
under
to
subject
mountains, but not devol-ope- rt
area
still
The
tons per acre. Mora countv belnir one lation, 600.
to any extent. Population, 350.
the Federal land laws Is tüu.uuu acres, of the few parts
of the southwest
Coyote is seven miles northeast of
Cebolla lies in a rich valley divided
while that appropriated Is 830,000 acres. where potatoes
raised successfully. from the Mora valley by a mountain Mora
It Is in a narrow valley about
The agricultural lands of Mora county Irrigation is notare
crops
to
needed
range.
a
raise
A large reservoir supplies irrimild wide, with high mountains nnd
at
are valued on the assessor's books
principal
The
wheat,
crons
oats.
are
gation
$341,-00many
bluffs
water
on
to
the
all sides. Stock raising and
fertile farms,
$225,000 and the grazing lands at
corn, barley, rye, potatoes, and wheat, hay,
agriculture are the main industries.
oats being the princiA
but the census ot 1900 shows that alfalfa,
vegetables. Horticulture Is a very suc- pal products.andPopulation,
general store nnd a postofflce
400.
they are worth at least six times as cessful
are found
pursuit, and the fruit raised
La Cueva is situated five miles east here
are
There
fine
several
much.
orchards
here will stand comparison with that of Mora and is supplied with water in the valley. A concentrator situated
CLIMATE
raised anywhere in the United States. from the Mora river. It is the head- there is Idle at present, although conLike the rest of New Mexico, Mora Its flavor is unsurpassed and in size quarters
the La Cueva Ranch Com- siderable work is being done on the
county enjoys a peerless climate that and color it has no equal. From the pany. A ofCatholic
and a Protestant line mineral prospects in the vicinity.
is a specific for lung and throat trouanu
15,000
Mora
adjoining valleys
church and a Protestant
mission Copper is the principal ore, some of
bles. Its high altitude, the purity of pounds of oats are shipped annually school are
maintained.
There are it assaying as high as 85 per cent,
its atmosphere, the grandeur of Its and about 2,000,000 pounds of corn. also two blacksmith
shops
place. besides carrying gold, silver, nnd lead.
at
the
scenery, its pines, spruce, cedar, and Enough wheat is raised to. supply and Population, 500.
Ponulntlon. 200.
pinon forests make it an ideeal
' Golondrinas lies
year
keep
busy
one
modern
the
around
Llano del Coyote Is two miles eait
thirteen 'miles east
water-powtion for homes and a health-seekegrist
mill
roller
and
six
Mora
Coyote.
of
fifteen
Waand
miles
west
of
Its resources are chiefly
narad se. The annual raiman is sugnr mills.
trous.
Is
The
surrounding
watvalley
stock
raising and farming. It has two
summer
and occurs mostly in the
purchase
The
land
can
homeseeeker
by
ered
Mora and the Cebolla. stores, one church, a school,
a
months. There are no extremes in tem- already under cultivation at from $10 Farming the
and stock- raising are the blacksmith shop. It Is situated and
in an
perature either in summer or winter, to $40 per acre. Mora county produces principal industries.
open
valley,
Alfalfa
and
other
by
sunshiny
watered
the Covote.
the winters being mild and
beets very rich in saccharine hay, all kinds of cereals, legumes, and Population, 300.
cold sugar
and the summers cool, and even
matter and yielding a heavy crop to fruits are the principal products. The
sections. the
MORA
COUNTY'S
at nighti in the mountainoushunting
FUTURE.
The extraordinary purity of settlement has one store and a
in thesaacre.
I'lior-cnml Asnina and
Now isthe time ''to" settle in Mora
'"'
"
b.ects and their high per cent of
250.
and ac sugar
the- country trowds-are-gové
'iia
s
created a demand for "them, '
Valley is fifteen miles east county The building of branch
commodations- - lor tourists anu iieunu and quantities have been shipped to of Cherry
the county will greatly inWatrous, and farming Is pursued crease into
seekers are. plain but substantial and the Colorado beet-sugland
values
as
will
and
many
bring
factories
here In accordance witli t he most modcomfortnblGi
an experiment; but, owing to the cost ern methods.
The valley is watered opportunities for the establishment of
'iBAIMlOADS,
of freight and the difficulty of taking from the Mora river, ditches being new industries, the development of lasugar-beto
tne
to
tne
railroad,
beets
taken" out on both sides of the river tent resources, the building of new
Mora county Is crossed from north
Railway. raising is not as profitable as it would and watering thousands of acres. Al- towns and the irrowth nf tho
south by the great Santa Fe
falfa, corn, oats, and all kinds of fruits settlements. With its Ideal climate, Its
The mileage is little over 40 miles. A be if a sugar tofactory or two were lo
nearer
the beet field. Labor are raised. Vegetables attain an Im- .luminance or water, its undeveloped
rnllroad from Las Vegas to Mora has cated
Is
power
cheap,
water
abundant,
and
an
mense
irom
size. Hundreds of cattle, fat resources, Mora county promises in the
extension
been surveyed; and
fuel easily secured,
factors which and sleek, roam on the adjoining near future to heenmn nna nt tha
Mora to Taos, is contemplated. Mora
deto
would
Its
success
much
contribute
the
mesas, while sheep graze peacefully by densely populated and richest sections
county needs more railroads for
ui me great southwest.
factories,
Poputhe thousands in this section.
velopment and would give heavy ton- of beet-sugThe following are the principal agri
lation, 150.
nage to such. The building of railroads
Agua
Ocate Is twenty-fiv- e
miles west of
would also lead to the establishment oi cultural valleys: The Mora and
vnlley. nearly all under cultiva
Wagon Mound, near the dividing line
manv industries, for which the raw Negra
the tjon, is twenty-tw- o
miles long. In its between Mora nnd Colfax counties.
materials can be furnished bywater
CHURCHES.
narrowest place it Is 400 yards wide There are 1.200 settlers in this fertile
county, for which the fuel and
CATHOLIC PirriTiPH
r...i...
the valley. Ocate lias five general stores, Ant
power are there, and homo markets for the length of about 12 miles;
Cellier,
pastor.
Services
held
other 10 miles are from 2 to 3 miles eacli carrying a stock that would do monthly.
could easily be found.
Notices
nf
rlnto
ni
10
wide. The Cebolla valley is
milas credit to a city store. There are two
TIMO Ell.
y
long and from l'A to 3V4 miles wide. churches, four schoolhouses, and sev- will be posted a week in advance.
the pastor of sick calls.
The Guadalupita valley is n miles long eral blacksmith shops.
Many parts, especially in the mounThe town is
nd 3 miles wide along the Guadalu
most beautifully situated, being sur
tains, are heavily timbered districts.
METHODIST
EPISCOPAL
t
mounSteps are being taken to protect onsome pita, and then runs 10 miles to Lucero; rounded by high
pastor. Services held in
the
especially
or
a
a
quarter
in
sections,
veraging
mile
about
The Ocate Valley is dotted with Grlmmel,
timber
tains.
of the
valley is beautiful meadows, and about 5,000 school house first Sunday in every
Pecos Forest Reserve. This does not width. . The Llano del Coyote
but bout 3 miles long and 1 mile wide. tons of hay are harvested annually. month. Sunday school every Sunday at
prohibit the cutting of timber,- feet
merely regulates it. Seven millionout or he La Cueva valley, not including the The Ocate Creek is the dividing line .00 p. m.
100.000 acres of the La Cueva Ranch between the Mora grant and the public
of lumber are annually shipped
50 wagon loads Company, has an area of about 14,000 domain.
Many thousands of cattle,
CLUBS.
the county. From 25 to poles
dally
are
The Golondrina valley has an sheep, and horses can be seen grazing
telegraph
acres.'
of tien and
ROY COMMERCIAL CLUB.
Meetarea of 5,000 acres. The Cherry and around Ocate, making a picture of ings
taken to the railroad.
on first and third Tuesdays
Watrous valleys produce alfalfa prin- - peace and plenty. The valley was set- every held
MINING.
l
month
in
üpally, although 30,oou pounds or grain tled fifty years ago, every foot of land A. Roy, president;Club Hall. Officers- F
Austin Harman, vLvj
Mora Is not a mining county, but is raised annually, being used mostly being disputed with hostile Indians, president;
minJacob Floersheim, secretary: '
of
plenty
in
Indications
are
In fattening cattle, there being about and today a certain part of the valley
there
L.
Aldridge,
E.
of
treasurer. Executive
eral wealth to that of any section
head of cattle in these two valis known as Corral de los Apaches.
prospects 20,000
Frank A. Roy,
Harleys. Besides these valleys, which all The valley is exceptionally well wat- Committee:
the Rocky mountains Many
man, Jacob Floersheim, L. Austin
some
of
E. Aldridge
them
and
located
have been
Irrigation systems, there are the ered., the Ocate Creek being formed and F. S. Brown.
The have
show considerable developmtnt.
Carmen,
Vista,
Lower
Cebolla. Buena
by several sparkling mountain streams
Indications of copper are especially
and other small valleys that which comes down plcturesquo canons.
PRIMROSE PROGRESSIVE CIRCLE.
is being Gascon,
promising. Extensive work
very
re
productive.
Fort Union lies eight miles north
Meetings held every Saturday afterdone in the Rociada and Coyote mining
History. noon. Mrs. W. H. Willcox,
of
a
has
Watrous.
It
romantic
HISTORY.
president:
districts, as well as in the northern
on
The
caravans
in
the Santa Fe trail,
Mrs P. B. Srnng, vice president; Mrs.
reserve.
Mora is the Spanish word for rasp
part of the Pecos river forest Company
early
fifties
and
the
A.
sixties
often
made
F.
Roy,
secretary; Mrs. F. S. Brown,
the
The Rociada Gold and Copper6 to 8 foot berry, the first settlers .naming
haven of refuge. A stage carried treasurer.
section thus on account of the abund- - itthea mall
Is down 200 feet, and has a
from and to Kansas City once
Trustees:
F. A. Roy, Mrs. W. II.
0
10
Up
to
1830
raspberries.
nco
to
wild
of
from
assaying
vein of copper,
every two or three months, and later Willcox, Mrs. Mrs.
F. B. Evans.
the county was the hunting ground of
pert cent, in addition to the gold, silver,
good
many other
Indian tribes who held undisputed
and lead. There are
some sway. In 1832 the first attempt was
prospects In the same vicinity,thirty-live made by white men to
as
high
as
settle on the
running
having ore
he Santa present site of Mora, but the settlers
per cent, in copper.
ore
Mora,
were
has
by
driven
the Indians and a
Barbara King mine, near
per ton. number of them were slain. However,
had assays of from $60 to $70
smelter at Rociada, m ther attempts were made, and in 1840
There is a small formerly
IS OUR ONLY
worked with the settler made a brave stand against
Oro gravel was
yielding as much as the Indians and from that day the
pan
the pan, each
white men held the upper hand. The,
a turkey quill tilled with gold dust.hun-In Mora
valley was at that time a dense1
several
the Covote mining districthave
exbeen
forest and great hardship was endured
dred thousand dollars
Mie
lands and building
pended, but litigation has caused op- In cleari'---'
of pre horfies. v. i a white man would be
erations to lag. upSpecimens
own
assayed
door by marauding
his
at
killed
For stores, halls, homes, churches,
have been picked ton,that
and there is a Indians, and it was not uncommon for
in gold to the
streets, etc. Brighter, whiter and
that at one women and children to be carried into
tradition of a "lost mine"
cheaper than gas, electricity, acemine captivity. The Mexican government
time yielded tofabulous sums.on This
the Mora furnished no protection, and the settylene or kerosene. No smoke, no
be located
is supposed
-'
extlers had but rude weapons with wnich
erant. and much money has isbeen
odor. Absolutely . safe and guarnatural to repel the attacks of the savage
nended to rediscover it. It
anteed.
government, however,
formaThe
hordes.
mountain
to suppose that with
gave a large grant of land to seventy- the richest m
Call or write for particulars.
tion similar to that of world,
or
and rich ilx
these sturdy men. jn 1847, dur
districts In the
the war with Mexico, these people
float being picked up In every partap-of ing
THE
were Intensely loyal to Mexico. New
as mineral veins
the county, as well
comers from the States about this
parent on the surface in many localiArc
has a great fu- time were massacred, and the Ameri
ties that Mora county
Although can troops, who appeared soon after
produoer.
ture as a mineral mines,
29
Box
P.O.
Denver, Colo.
the coal lndi- wards, as a punishment, laid the (own
Mora has no coal
r Mora in asnes. After the annexa
Blake Street.
cations are hiiu-- be produced .................
loyal
annually
people
to
as
the
were
tion
these
of tons could
brick-makin-
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Dr. F. H. BRYANT

Try the

OSTEOPATH

one-hal-

HIM A TRIAL.
NEW MEXICO

ROY, MORA CO

Barter Shop

Ron

Stewed with Cocoanut
or with Dough.

Sec'y and Treaa

The Roy Land and Live Stock Go.

'

IN
ALL CHRONIC
SPECIALIST
DISEASES AND MANY ACUTE
and Obstetrical
Nervous Debility
Practice.
f
mile southOffice at residence
east of center of town.
GIVE

President.

Fowl

WM. C. ROY,

G. F. ROT,
Vice President.

FRANK A. ROY,

CHICKEN IN NEW 8TYLES.

Chicken with Cocoanut. Stew
(INCORPORATED.)
chicken and remove the bones. Grate
a cocoanut and cover it with water
for ten minutes; strain it and add
more water. This again should be
strained through a bag of coarse
ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OF
cheesecloth, and the rich liquor reto
the
sultingabout a pint added
chicken. Cook slowly a few minutes
and thicken with two tablespoonfuls
DEALERS IN
ot flour mixed smoothly in cold water,
f
teaspoonful salt, and three
teaspoonfuls of tumeric powder. Let
all cook up with the chicken, then lay
it on a platter surrounded by boiled
rice and covered partly with gravy.
Chicken Stewed with Dough. An
of
other method is to mix spices, raisins,
partly
salt and butter through some
We Hold Several Choice Tracts of Agricultural Land for Sale.
boiled rice, and with it dress the
chicken, then wrap it in dough rolled
a
pretty thick and boil it in a cloth,
not too tight, for half a day.
East Indian Pillau of Fowl For
this, la required one chicken, dressed
as for boiling, and three cups of rice.
Put the fowl in a stewpan with one
H. GOODMAN, Manager.
and a half pints of broth and some
spices tied in a bit of muslin. These
spices may consist of two cloves, a
wide stick of cinnamon, two dozen
11
Carry a Complete Stock of
f
teaspoonful
cardamons, and
each of coriander seed, mace, and allspice quantity and combination regu
lated to taste. Cook these with the
fowl 20 minutes slowly. Place
of a pound of butter In a fry
of
Large
ing pan with one sliced onion, one
dozen raisins,'' and some blanched al
Everything Needed In Building Material, Lumber and Hardware.
monds; fry till brown and strain,
In the butter remaining fry the rice BIGGEST STOCK OF DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES WITHIN FIFTY
MILES OF ROY.
until brown. Strain off the butter, and
by degrees add the broth until the
We will be pleased to show visitors thru our establishment.
rice is tender, then put it with the
chicken and cook until it is nearly
Always
dry. Remove the spices and serve
the fowl smothered in the rice, gar
We Buy and Sell All Country Produce.
nishing with the fried raisins and al
Wool, Hides, Pelts and Cattle a Specialty.- - monds, and, if liked, some hard boiled
eggs and crisp slices of bacon.

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

ROY TOWNSITE

one-hal-

Real Estate and Ranches
Sheep, Cattle and Horses

Breeders

MILLARD ALDRIDGE, Prop.

;

Call and Get a Good,
Clean Shave
Bide.
In the Floernhelm
Agency for the Stenm I.nundry.
Mer. Co.

Roy Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh
,and Smoked Meats,
JOHN SCHNIEDER, Prop.

NEW MEXICO
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MARKS

Copyrights

&c.

Anyone sending a nketrti and description maj
whether an
quickly nscortuin our opinion free Conininiilca-tlons
Invention Is probably pnlentahln.
strictly contuicntlnl. HANDBOOK on Patenta
patent'.
securing
for
niieiicy
Oldest
free.
lent
Patenta taken tbroURh Munn & to. receive
tptcial notice, without chnrse, In the

Scientific JUtKricait.
I.nrcest cirA handsomely lllnstrnl ed weekly.
culation of any sciontlUo Jonrim . 1 crnis, .l a
year j four niontUs, fcL Sold byall newsdealers.

York
MUNN &Co.36,Broadwa'-NeBranch Olflco. 025 V St. Washlumo. D C

FIRSTQDALITY

FRANK RE1STLE
ENGRAVER
MONT II

TTTT

ano ELECTROTYPER
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Roy, Mora County, New Mexico

one-hal-

MERCHANDISE

GENERAL

DEALER IN

-

Specialty

The Floersheim Mercantile Company

Hair Cutting a Specially.

ROY.

Town Lots

I

I

FAIR PRICE
Local Time Table
EL PASO & SOUTHWESTERN

one-quart-

Farm Implements

Prices

Reasonable

E. W. MERRILL

TWO RECIPES FOR EGGS.
Beauregard and Japanese Are
Recommended Dishes.

Assortment

Both

ONE AND

MILES NORTH OF ROY.

ONE-HAL-

Beauregard Eggs. Hard bod five
eggs. Remove the shells; separate
the whites from the yolks. Put the
yolks through a sieve; chop the whites
fine or put them through a vegetable
press. Rub a tablespoon of butter,
and one of flour together; add half a
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Cement Work a Specialty.
pint of milk and stir until boiling;
add half a teaspoonful of salt, a salt- spoon of pepper, and the whites of the
eggs. Stand this over hot water while
you toast five slices of bread. Ar
range them neatly on a platter. Pour
over the white mixture, dust over this
(La Bien Venida)
the yolks and a little salt and pepper.
oven
moment
a
door
and
at
Stand
the
lnhnt Ileer,. Extra l'lne Mend and Bonded Mquorn, Wlnew and Clicnra
after the yolks are warm send to the
always In Stock.
table.
Japanese Eggs. Hard boll six eggs
POOI, ROOM IN CONNECTION
and boll carefully one cup of washed
rice. When the rice is done drain in Cordlnl Treatment to nil.
Give an a Trial.
a cqlander and stand in the oven to
Proprietor.
JAS.
PROCTOR,
A.
dry. Remove the shells and cut the
eggs into halves crosswise; take out
the yolks; rub thin, adding gradually
four boneless sardines, half a tea
spoonful of salt, a saltspoonful of pep
per, and two tablespoonfuls of melted
butter or 'olive oil. Roll the mixture
into balls and put into the space from
which Jhe yolks are taken. Take off
a little of the convex end of the whites
TRAFICANTES EN
so that they will stand. Put the rice
in the center of a platter, making it
flat, like a little plateau. Stand the
eggs down in the rice; pour over them
half a pint of cream or tomato sauce
and serve.

Clean Tan Shoes.
An excellent way to clean tan or
GOING SOUTH
yellow shoes is to dip a woolen cloth
Mixed train, No. 123 Arrives at Roy into a small quantity of benzine or
nt 2:0.1; leaves 2:30 p. m,
gasoline and rub samé on the spots
GOING NORTH.
jand gradually over the whole surface
No. 124 Arrives at of the shoe to obtain an equal
apMixed train.
Roy at 1.35; leaves 2:00 p. m.
pearance and gloss. This will make
them look like new and the benzine
Suscríbanse al El Hispano Ameonly removes the spots but keeps
not
rigo. Su precio es $2 por el año.
tie leather soft and pliable.

Plastering, Foundations,
Cisterns and Flue Building'

The Welcome Saloon

ROY,

Mora County

New Mexico

üüVorenberg Mercantile Co.
MERCANCIAS GENERALES
Pagan

1

precjo mas alto por

Reses, Carneros, Zacate, Grano, Madera

LANA, CUEROS Y ZALEAS
Wagon Mound y Ocate

-

-

New Mexico

PñAD Am oh
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THE OLD ORCHARD.

GO TO

It Can Often Be Made Productive by

NEW BLACKSMITH SHOP

Manuring.

COMPRESSED AIR SERVICE.
Suggestion for Securing Running
Water in the Farm House.
Ind., thinks
novel and
superior form of compressed air water
service system. As water In wells is
often found within slight distance
from the surface, from 12 to 30 feet,
he would dig the well of good size
and Immerse an
reservoir
directly in the water. This would fill
hy merely opening a valve, and the
water he would force out hy pumping
air Into the reservoir. The air pump
could be located anywhere and con- A farmer

of Milton,

that he has Invented a

alr-tlg-

AIR

PUMP

PIPE

OUTLET

a

nnd get your work done rlprht nnd at the rlnht prices.
Our shop Is- thoroughly equipped with nil necessary tools for the
business Your PntroniiRe Solicited.

Often the old orchard can be made
again productive Jy heavily manuring It, both with barnyard manure
and with fertilizers purchased in various forms for potash and phosphorus. It must he remembered that the
old trees have, to a considerable extent, lost their power of taking In
food and utilizing it. Therefore.lt
should be supplied In the greater
abundance.
One farmer says that he was hauling manure through an old orchard
Into a field beyond when the manure
wagon broke down at the foot of an
old apple tree. . He was too disgusted
to reload the manure and left. It at
the foot of the tree supposing that It
would finish the tree. But the result
was a rejuvenated tree. The hint
was taken and the rest of the orchard
was manured the next year, the application being a very heavy one.
That orchard was reported to be
producing good crops years after
wards. In the putting on of this
manure much risk was taken of overdoing the matter. The owner did not
dare plow it in, as the roots of the
old trees were so near the surface
that too many roots would have been

Pendleton (L Sulton
General Blacksmiths
P. J. PICKERING

Contractor and Plasterer
DOES Al.l, KINDS OF FANCY

ri,sTi:ni;
I live

AIR

VALVE

-

i

Diagram

INLET VALVE

Z

of Well and Tank.

nected by small pipe. Wind or gasoline would work the pumps. He presents a diagram of the idea,
Doubtless this would work quite
In
well, remarks Breeders' Gazette.
order tn have a continuous flow of
water there should be two of these
reservoirs, and if above them thnre
was a separate reservoir for com
pressed air, all the better, since the
windmill would not always operate
The main difficulties are two it is
'costly to open a large well and
modern wells are drilled ones, and air
is not a real easy thing to pump with
;a windmill, since a slow motion is
very wasteful in operating an air
'pump.
As a matter of fact, a great
deal of thought and experiment has
been expended on this and similar
'nrnhlems. and thus far little use
seems to have been made of the idea.

Lima beans need a long season. By
this the pole Lima is meant. There
are bush Limas which grow more
quickly,' but' they are not productive.
It does not need many hills of pole
Limas to supply a family and the
beans are delicious. The yield which
may be obtained by good treatment
They may be started
is surprising.
early in a cold frame by planting on
inverted sods, but this 1b not always
a convenient way of doing. The cold
frame is needed for other purposes
and it is expensive to provide one for
this use alone.

HUII.DING.

Kor Information call

stoi--

patrons speak for my workmanship.

OF THIRD STREET AND

CO.- -

RAILROAD AVENUE.

Single and Double Rigs

s

Teaming andTransferinf
Saddle Horses

Is Said to Be Superior to
Split Log Drag.

NIGHT

AND

DAY

I ROY I, IV

Fit Y

CO.I

Special Attention to
Traveling; I'nlillc.

Flrxt

Service
Reaaonaule.

Clima

Ha ten

BRANCH HOTEL
P. P.

BRANCH, Prop.

ROY, NEW MEXICO
Neatly Furnlahed

MenU nt nil Houra
If Ordered.

.

Rooms.

Improved Road Drag.

CITY RESTAURANT

nary harrow teeth about three Inches
apart.
This is attached to the
rear piece, a, which is a two
by six oak timber ten feet long faced
with three inches of
metal on the bottom, e, which projects
xnese pieces are aepi
one men.
apart by wooden blocks, d, upon the
bolts, f, and by the top ctrips, c, each
two by six. This makes a fine level
road" as it harrows it and scrapes it
at the same time.

MAIN

'

DOOR NORTH OF THIRD ST.

ST., SECOND
HONEYCUTT

& FATTON,

Proprietors

Regular Meals and Short Order.

Everything First Class.

REGULAR MEALS AND SHORT ORDERS
Fish, Game and Vegetables In Season.

Coloring Butter.
Some folks object to coloring butter,
but if the average butter were sent to

without a little coloring,

would not find a sale at half its value,
no matter how perfect it might be in

McKinney

4!?gy7?T:

SKinner

General BlacKsmiths
WOOD WORK A SPECIALTY.
ALL WORK

.

Hi'

m

B
X

0

ROAD DRAG.

other respects. Butter should be col
ored to suit the person, or the market,
for which it is intended. In no caso
however, should it be given a deeper
color than is given it when the cow ia
on grass, supplemented with enough
After Calving.
only
water
grains and concentrates to properly
tepid
calving
j
After
should be given, as cold water may balance the ration.
bring on' a threatening ailment.
Soil Improvement.
nourishment 1b needed, a little ollmeal
a farm is tilled the
longer
The
will
given
water
the
in
oats
ground
or
it will be it the farming has been
Drove helpful. Let the feed supplied
Intelligently.
.after calving be light for a few days done

,

r
O

REASONABLE RATES

The Home and Farm gives a ,i,ew
plan for a road drag: This road drag
Is superior to any drag that I have
ever seen. The front piece consists
of a four by four oak strip, b, ten feet
long, through which are driven crrdl

market

0

,

r

Lima Beans.

Fl.l'E

at J. W. Tyler's
'
ALL FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

mile northwest of Roy

CORNER

One Whfch

j!

FOUNDATIONS AND

ROY LIVERY

During the summer a great deal of
extra manure made In the barns and
barn yards Is lost through not being
applied to the land shortly after being made, says the Farmers' Review.
This is a good source from which to
fertilize the old orchard, if the roots
He deep enough to permit getting the
manure under the surface of the
ground. When the roots He near the
must be resurface and
sorted to, this had better be done in
the winter to save loss of manure.
NEW

"

1

and decorating, cisterns,

My

killed.

I

THE

'

II

DONE PROMPTLY.

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

1
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WILFRED STEVENS

FINDS

HIS

WORK A DIVERSION.

In the Government Service
Speaks, Writes and Reads Many
Languages Is Not a College Man.

Translator

Mr. Wilfred Stevens, translator In
the state department, speaks, reads
and writes:
German,
French,
Spanish,

Modern Greek,

Hungarlun,

Dutch,
Norwegian,
Portuguese,
Swedish,
Russian,
Polish,
'
Chinese,
Latin,
Cantonese and
Yiddish
Pekinese (dialects),
and
Japanese,
Esperanto.
Heads and translates:
Bohemian,
Arabic,
Servian,
Persian,
"Turkish,
Slavonic dialects,
Roumanian,
Interprets American Indian dialects and is particularly Interested in the
Sioux.

Italian,

Wilfred Stevens, exof the state department, is undoubtedly one of the most
Washington.

Portuguese and Russian, which languages 1 speak, read and write with
practically the same facility as I do
English.
"1 siso read and translate Arabic,
Persian, Turkish, Roumanian, Bohemian, Servian and other Slavonic dia
lects."
Mr. Sterns entered the service ot
the government as a clerk in the
printing office, where he did, at odd
times, any translating that was necessary. From this office lie was transferred to the war department, where
he remained five years. He has now
been in his present division for the
same length of time.
Mr. Stevens modestly asserts that
he "aims to learn all languages of
political importance," having entered
the department master of six languages, and now being able to use his
varied knowledge in the translating of
some 24 and more, if one counts tho
innumerable dialects which appear in
connection with many of this number.
Mr. Stevens also says with a charming simplicity that, while he can gen
erally translate the various Chinese
and Japanese dialects, he does not al
ways understand them very well.

pert translator

NEW

NORWEGIAN

Ove Gude to Represent

MINISTER,
His Country

at Washington.

WILFRED JTEVfNJ

'

unique and interesting members of departmental life in Washington.
Possessed of a vast fund of general
knowledge relative to the needs of his
department, he is devoting his life
especially to the mastering, not only
of modern languages as they are
taught in the schools, but of many
strange tongues which few, if any
other Americans, have ever found it
possible to use.
Born of American parents in the
picturesque little town of Shakapee,
Minn., Mr. Stevens can claim the title
of true American linguist Not until
his genealogy reaches back, to the
grandmother of his mother is there
found an ancestor who could have
transmitted to this remarkable son the
linguist power which is his by right of
possession, and not in any way by
heredity, as would naturally be expected if Wilfred Stevens were an
European.
Mr. Stevens smiled when he said:
"Yes, I translate the principal European and oriental languages in my ca
pacity here in the department, and
can speak, read and write with less
ase Chinese (Cantonese and Pekinese dialects and the literary languages), Japanese,
modern Greek.
Hungarian, Dutch, Norwegian, Swedish, Polish, Latin, Yiddish and Esperanto.
,
"No, I am often taken for a
but I am not.
"I am just a Minnesota boy and
proud of it.
"No, I am not even a college man. I
started to go to a German school, but
was Impatient of the progress made
there and left it for the high school.
"I started at 12 years of age to
study German, and from" that went
easily on to the study of French, Spanish and Italian. After that came
Rue-sian-

Washington. One of the most Inter
esting foreigners who has come to the
United States In recent years on an
official mission is Ove Gude, the new
Norwegian minister to this republic,
Mr. Gude, who is about 55 years of
age, is a son of the famous Norwe
gian painter, Prof. Hans Gude, whose
landscape and marine masterpieces
caused the old Kaiser Wilhelm to invite him to take up his residence in
Berlin.
The newcomer in the official "for
elgn colony" at Washington has had
an interesting career in the diplomatic
service. lie was attache of the lega
tlon of Sweden and Norway at Paris
In 1877; in 1879 was appointed secre
tary of the legation at Berlin. He
served as secretary of the legation In
London in 1891 and was sent on a
special mission to China and Japan In
1897 and 1898. He was minister to
Spain and Portugal in 1900 and in 1902
was made minister to Denmark, where
he served until the union between
Norway and Sweden was broken in
1905, when he entered the service of
his own country, Norway.
Minister Gude was a widower when
he went to Copenhagen. There he met
and married the daughter of the fam- -

HORTICULTURE

The principio is to keep the seed
in long enough to kill the scab germs
without hurting tt'.e sprouts.
Fumigation is now used by some
large growers, says the Rural New
Yorker. At first experiments were
tried with sulphur fumes, as they ara
used for fumigating houses, but this
did not succeed. Now the gas from
formaldehyde is used with success.
of soaking the seed in a solution
of this chemical it Is turned into a
gas and held in a close room with the
seed. The process Is described as follows:
'For a generator a small galvanized
washtub about 15 inches In diameter
at the bottom was placed in the center
of the room about a foot from the
floor, midway between the two lines
of crates filled with potatoes. When
ready to use 31 ounces of potassium
permanganate was spread, evenly over
the bottom of the tub, then four pints
and one ounce of 40 per cent, formal
dehyde poured over this. The tub
was given one rapid tilt to entirely
wet the potassium permanganate with
the formalin and then the dooi
was quickly and tightly closed from
without. The almost entire absence
of the odor of escaping gas while the
treatment was in progress indicated
that the room was practically air tight.
The door remained closed for 24 hours,
and when opened the gas was still
so strong that it was impossible to
work in the room for from 20 to 30
minutes. In fact, three weeks after
the disinfection was finished a distinct odor of formaldehyde could be
detected in the room. The seed for
the entire 20 acres was treated In this
way, care being taken to place the
treated seed in barrels which had
never been used for potatoes before.
in
This is to avoid contamination
taking to the field after treatment."
This amount of the chemicals was
figured for the size of the room. The
rule is to use 23 ounces of potassium
permanganate and three pints ot
formalin to each 1,000 cubic feet. Under this treatment the seed potatoes
gave about as good results as when
soaked. The room should be arranged
so that none of the potatoes are put
directly over the rising gas. It is
better to fumigate before the sprouts
start. Do not wet the potatoes before
fumigating, but pour a small quantity
of boiling water on the floor just before starting.

ing.

d

POTATO

SCAB.

Some Suggestions for the Treatment
of the Disease,
The true potato scab is a skin dis
ease, and develops from a germ. A
picture of scabby seed is shown. There
will be no scab on the crop unless
these germs are either In the soil
when the crop is planted or on the
seed. Prevention therefore depends
upon two things. We should avoid
planting In soil where the germs are
found. If this is impossible we should
handle the soil so that the germs
will not be active. It seems to be
settled that sulphur acts to destroy
the germs. Some potato growers in
places where scab is bad put sulphur
in tho hill or drill. When potato
planters are used the sulphur Is mixed
In the hopper and dropped with the
seed Into the furrow. It helps destroy
the scab and prevents the seed pieces
from rotting, especially in a damp
season. The scab germs develop best
iu an alkaline soil. Lime, wood ashes
and manure are all alkaline, and will
usually cause trouble when the soil
la known to be well supplied with the
germs. When a green crop is plowed
under the soil is soured more or less,
ai-.this condition is best for scabby
ground or seed. We have known farms

Scabby Potatoes.

r
where a
rotation Is followed
to show some curious results. One
field would show far more scab than
another and some seasons seem to
favor the growth of scab. On those
farms potatoes follow corn, and we
think there is less scab when crimson
clover is seeded In the corn and
plowed under in spring. This seems
t ) show that the theory about a sour
soil Is sound.
There are three methods of treating
Hie seed dusting with sulphur, soak
Ing with some chemical to destroy the
germs, and fumigation. The dusting
Is easiest, but not always effective. We
cut the seed Into peach baskets and
scatter three handfuls of sulphur over
the seed as it is put in. The basket is
shaken down at intervals. As it stands
c
A
on a paper the sulphur which falls
.
Ihrough can be saved. For soaking for
This
malin is now generally used.
liquid chemical, also called formalde
hyde, can be bought at drug stores
The proportion is one pint of formalin
to 30 gallons of water. It can be put
in a barrel or large tank, depending
on the amount of seed to be soaked
We use I wo barrels, one with the
soaking Hrfuld and the other contain
ing clear water. The potatoes are first
rinsed In the water. They are put in
I
Mr. Ove Gude.
a coarse sack and soused up and down
In tho harrel. An easv wav to do this
oua Danish soldier, ien. ae &uern- - ,s to have a pUuey fastened over the
holm, who was chief or tne uanisn barrel B0 that the bagg can ue easlly
general staff In the war between Den raised or lowered. After rinsing the
mark and Germany In 1864. Mme, bag is lowered into the solution and
Gude, who is much younger than her. kept tnere two hours. Then the potahusband, is an accomplished violin- - toeg are taken outi dried and cut. The
1st. Minister Gude has two daughters, rinsing takes off the dust, thus making
16 and 17 years old, by his first mar-- tne BOiution cleaner.
Farmers have
riage, and these will woa Join him different methods fl doing this soakiu Washington.
five-yea-
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DURABLE

PLANT LABEL.

One Which Will Withstand the Action
of the Elements.
A necessity in gardening is a plant
label and the best one I have found 13
made from sections of lath as shown
In the
accompanying
illustration,

T
V

VV

Durable Plant Label.

J

writes a correspondent
of Prairie
Farmer. The cover is fastened with
a single clinched bnd or shingle nail,
so it will swing. It is quickly and
easily made and only the part protecting the name need be smooth.
The name may be written in
pencil or the printed name from the
seed envelope may be glued on. The
markers may be used many seasons,
gluing fresh names over, or erasing
and rewriting.
Mulching is good for all kinds of
fruit, especially strawberries.
It
keeps the moisture in the ground
when most needed, and prevents the
berries from getting sandy.
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A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

President

F. A. ROY,
Vice Pres. and Treasurer.
Roy, New Mexico.

and Secretary,

Roy, New Mexico.

Mr

V. S. EUSHKEVITZ,
Eastern Representative,
Lemont, III.

He
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Land Locators and Surveyors
Horneseekers can obtain reliable information as to vacant lands, all surveys and
descriptions guaranteed to be correct or money refunded.
.

reports are received of all the doings at the District land office
as to all classes of entries made and contests filed.

Daily and weekly

Real Estate Bought and Sold
-

c ALr And

list your properties

REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
AND. LOANS
Our president is also an official county surveyor of Mora
county, with an experience of twelve years in this county, which
is the only reliable and correct work protected by the laws of the
territory, besides guaranteed by himself.
He is also a United States Commissioner, before whom land
filings can be made, as well as final proofsnd contests heard;
and managing editor of the
We buy and sell land, scrip, soldiers' additional homestead
rights, patented claims, etc.
'
We are in position to give you the very best information
as to bargains on any kind of real estate or business that you may
Spanish-America-

n.

.

COLLECTION

want to buy or rent. Our listings are complete in all kinds of
choice properties. Mr. V. A. Roy is the founder of our town and
pioneer settler of this county, president of the Roy Land and
Livestock Company, owner of Roy townsite, president Roy Trust
and Savings Bank and Mora County Publishing Company, and
many thousands of acres of patented land. By dealing with us
you deal with a reliable firm.
Our office is in charge of Miss Jessie Crouse, assistant secretary. Patrons are invited to make it their headquarters while in
tofl n. We have our own conveyances to haul people out to see the
lands.
Rates reasonable. Courteous treatment.

LAW BUREAU LAND

AND

.

MATTERS A SPECIALTY

We can also serve you with a Complete
Abstract of Mora County.

ROY, MORA COUNTY,
BRANCH OFFICES

i

A. A. BERENTZ, WUSTENO

NEW MEXICO
J. B. CARSON,

SOLANO

El

Hispano Americano

HWTS FOR THE HOME COOK.

a. S. BUSHKEVITZ.
E. H. BIERNBAUM.

.

.

.Editor Principal
.Editor Asistente

PRECIO DE SUBSCRIPCION
Por

un, afio

Por seis meses . . . .
Por cuatro meses

GO TO

Beware of Undertaking Menu Beyond
the Capacity.

Periódico Senanal.
Publicado par la Compañía Publicista del Condado de Mora (Inc.).

fl.50
75
50

La subscripción deberá pagarse adelantada.
El Hispano Americano se envia á
todas las estafetas, y tiene una circulación grande y creciente entre la
gente inteligente y progresista del
sudoeste.
Las leyes de los Estados Unidos requieren que cualquiera persona pagará por un periódico mientras continúe
tomándolo de la estafeta, aunque el
tiempo por el cual se suscribió haya
expirado.
Reglas de esta Redacción.
Comunicaciones se publicarán, pero
á la resposabilldad del que las mande.
Esta redacción se reserva todo derecho de publicar comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones con lenguaje impropio se echarán al canasto del desperdicio.
Si los comunicados son muy extensos la redacción tomará lo más importante para publicación.
En politica este periódico será Republicano y defenderá sus principios.
DIRECTORIO OFICIAL.
Territorial.
Delegado

en .el
Congreso.
George Curry Gobernador.
Nathan Jaffa Secretario.
Wm. J. Mills Juez Superior.
C. W. G. Ward
Procurador.
Secundino Romero Escribano de la
Corte.
Condado de Mora.
NOODLES FOR THE SOUP.
Malaquias Martinez Miembro del
Consejo.
Time Used for Their Preparation la
E. H. Biernbaum Representante.
Spent to Advantage.
E. E. Studley Representante.
José Vibian Fresquez Juez de PrueThe good
chicken
bas.
Juan Navarro Escribano de Con- noodle soup is hard to beat, If the
noodles are home-madThe trouble is
dado.
Juan B. Martinez Alguacil Mayor. too many modern cooks will not take
the time for the necessary rolling,
Charles U. Strong Tesorero y
without which the paste is worthless.
Albino Martinez Asesor.
To make them, mix two
Ricardo Martinez Superintendente eggs, with enough flour to make a stiff
de Escuelas.
dough and knead until smooth. If a
Alex. S. Bushkevitz Agrimensor.
very white paste "is liked, only the
Damacio
Mares,
Juan de Mata
George V. Santistevan Comis- whites of the eggs are used.
Divide the mixture into equal parts
ionados de condado.
and roll each into a round ball, which
Precintos del Condado.
is then put on a
board for
Mora Roberto Romero, J. P.; Juan rolling. A glass roller by its smoothAnto Guiterraz, S. A.
ness of surface is excellent for this
Cleveland Epifanio Espinosa, J. P.; part of the process, as the noddles
Jacobo Pando, S. A.
must be rolled until the cakes are alGuadalupita José de Jesús Torres, most transparent.
J. P.; Plácido Jaramillo, S. A.
The cutting is likewise important
Cherry Valley M. S. Wasson, J. P. the
method of having
La Cueva Donaciano Gonzales, J. noodles too long for graceful eating is
P.; Luis Manzanares, S. A.
not to be commended.
Before cutting, dry off each sheet of
San José Manuel García, J. P.;
José Trinidad Martinez, S. A.
the paste with a napkin; then divide it
Into halves and quarters and
pile
Golondrinas Ed F. Jager, .1. P.
Ocaté Alejandro Mares, J. P.; Jul- them one on top of the other so the
edges are even. Cut, into narrow
ian Duran, S. A.
Holman Francisco Salazar, J. P.; strips with sharp knife. The more
threadlike the noodles are the better.
Pedro Lucero, S. A.
Set them away to. dry and they are
Wagon Mound Benito Vigil, J. P.
ready
for soup.
J.
P.
Garcia,
Amiento Encarnación
For fancy shapes the paste may be
P.;
J.
Pacheco,
Delflno
El Llano
cut with sharp tin cutters.
Francisco Lopez, S. A.
PorOrtega,
P.;
J.
P.
Juan
Chacon
Simple Cleaning Process.
firio Pacheco, S. A.
of us embroider linen or lawn
Many
Abuelo Benigno Trujillo, J. P.; shirt waists, or linen center pieces and
A.
José U. Garcia, S.
dollies, for our friends. Many of us,
s
Cármen Jacobo Lobato, J. P.;
too, though naturally neat, will find
Vigil, S. A.
our work soiled before it is finished.
Corrillera Epifanio Martinez, J. A.; But if one desires to make up the maJuan C. Blea, S. A.
terial or give it to a friend without
Turquillo Marino Gonzales, J. P.; washing, it may be made perfectly
Cesario Gallegos, S. A.
clean by sprinkling thickly with
Gascon José H. Martinez, J. P.; French chalk and rolling up for a few
Aniceto C. Archuleta, S. A.
days. The chalk may then be easily
Roy Guadalupe Garcia, J. P.; Wm.
Fhaken out, and an immaculate gjft
A. Brummage, S. A.
destroying
tne
presented without
Gonzales,
P.
J.
Watrous Francisco
I
oridnal !&iish of the fabric.
W. H. Andrews

The Mint Saloon

Those who know what tastes good
and understand combinations of food
that are appetizing often write delightful menus, and close of! with the
statement that this simple dinner, or
luncheon, as it may be, Is easily prepared. The experienced will see, however, that the work demanded Is far
beyond the strength of most mistresses or the skill of the average maid.
The impossibility of serving the
courses where one person must be
both waitress and cook is also evident
to the initiated. In fact, the available
means of serving a menu must be
taken into account, as well as the
palate and pocketbook.
Othewise
things that should be hot will be cold
and cold dishes will be unappetlzingly
lukewarm.
When invited guests are expected it
would be better not to serve over
three courses and have each as near
perfection as skill and care can make
them. When a woman must be her
own cook and waitress and act as
hostess as well, she should avoid fried
foods and anything that must not be
delayed a moment in serving. The
young mistress receiving her guests
In a light silk and stepping back into
the kitchen to fry croquettes for their
dinner is a pleasing fiction in the
chapter on dinner giving made easy,
lint a dinner of roast beef and vegetables or something else that can be
kept hot a few minutes without injury
is much more practical.
If á kitchen is as neat and clean as
a tidy housekeeper is apt to have her
own workroom, a pretty white wash
waist and skirt are the best to wear
when finishing cooking the company
dinner. The advice bear reiteration
which warns against undertaking anything in the menu for guests that is
unfamiliar. Try it on the family at
least pnce and see if it be within your
ability as a cook.

F. H. FOSTER

Pop

6c

SON, Props.

the Best Wines Liquors & Cigars

The Best imported and Domestic Liquors and
Cigars. Courteous Attention
Given All Customers

Roy

Trust and Savings Bank
CAPITAL, $15,000.00

PAID-U- P

.OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
Dr. P. B. Evans, Vice President.

Frank A. Roy, President.

William C. Roy, Cashier.
W. F. Buchanan and Ignacio Maestas.

We do general banking business.

Our business methods are

conservative, and our safes and vaults are both burglar and fire
proof

Roy,

of the modern kind.

We solicit your patronage.

Mora Co. ,

New Mexic o

BAUMBROS.
TIN SHOP

We manufacture everything in our line. Galvanized stock, storage
.
tanks and stoves.
tanks, cisterns, water-wago-

Pumps, gas pipes, windmills, well casing, etc.

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO

r.

JOCKEY CLUB SALOON

well-beate- n

LEANDRO

ARCHULETA, Proprietor.

Ta-foy-

The Best Imported and Domestic Liquors and Cigars

.

Courteous attention given all customers.

well-floure- d

Clark's Pure Rye and

Px?

Whiskey our Specialty.

THIRD DOOR SOUTH OF POSTOFFICE

-

-

ROY, NEW MEXICO

Bank f Springer
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL PAID UP

$30,000

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
'Á

Clo-dóve-

I

S. Floersheim, Vice President.
C. N. Blaekwell, President.
D. J. Devine, Cashier.
R, E. Alldredge.
M. M. Salazar.
G.W.Gillespie.
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NEAREST BANKING TOWN
TO ROY

i

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

for

PUBLICATION.

U.S-Lan-

Claimant names as witnesses:
Martin East wold, MelvinE.Mor.se
Départmsnt of tha Interior.
Mary J, Phelps, Eva E. Phelps all
United States Land (Mice,
of
Roy, N. M.
Clayton N. M, May 12, 1908.
Edward W. Fox.
Notice is heraby given that Edgar.
Register. '
W. Merrill, of Roy, N, M., who, on
'

"

n,

make final commutation proof to establish claim to the land above describid, before W. H. Willcox. U, S.
"Court Commissioner, at his office in
Ry. N.vM.i on th3 2Jth. day cf June
i9o8,;V,:'r; .'. :x v: ..: ;
. ClalhvinS nimas'as witnesses: Clareaos Brown, John Schneider,' Charles
A. Kellogg a id, John Shamlin alt of

-

NOTICE

1--

4

2

1--

z,

ñ

,.

.

'

.

.

1-- 4

1,--

e

1--

.

May. 12th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
Guadalupe Garcia, of Roy, N. M.
who, on July 7th, 1903, made

"

1-- 2

5-

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton.N.M.

f

...

l,

FOR PUBLICATION.

homestead entryiio. 4763, for
sw
Lots 2, 3, se
nw
ne
section 18, tqwnship 20 n.
Roy, N. M.
range 27 e, N. M. P. Meridian,
Edward W. Fox.
;
Register.' has filed notice of his intention
to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the. land above
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
described, before U; S. Commis;
sioner Alex. S. Bushkevitz, at his
Department of the Interior,
in Roy, N. M., on the 30th
office
U, S.Land Office at Clayton.N.M.
'
day
of
June, 1908.
: .May. 12th, 1903,
Claimant names as witnosses:
Notice is hereby given that
Frank A. Roy, Wm. A. Brum-agJiiaEUla,jattS.JGarcia,jDiRoy,-N- J
John Tasharski, Tomas ViM., who, on July 7th, .1903, made gil, all of Roy, N. M.
homestead entry No. 476S, for n
Edward W. Fox,
section 13,
sw
se 1:4, e
Register- township 20 n, range 26 e, N. M.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
five
.year
Department of the Interior,
intention to makeKnal
United States Land Office,
proof, to establish,; claim, to the
Clayton, N.M. May 12, 1903.
land above described, before U.
Notice is hereby given that Ed-- '
S. Commissioner, Alex. S. Bush-kevitat his office-i- Roy, N. M. derson H. Gunn, of Roy, N. M.
on the 30th day of June, 1908. . who on March 6th, 1907, made
Claimant names as witnesses; homestead entry, No 15128, for
SEl-4,- .
section
Frank A. Roy, Wm. A: B rúm-age20
N,
range 26 E,
33,
township
John Tasharski, Tomas
N. M. P. meridian, has filed notice
Vigil; all of Roy, New Mexico.
of
intention to make final commuW.
,
Edward
Fox,
tation proof, to establish claim to
Register;
the land above described, before
U. S. Commissioner Alex. S.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Bushkevitz, at his office in Roy,
Department of the Interior, N. M. on the 19fch. day of June
'
United States Land Office,
1908.
Clayton N. M. Muy 12, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Notice is hereby given that Isaac E. Lowe, Pablo A, Trujillo,
Clyde C. Talbot, of Solano, N. M, Harvey S. Beadle, Leandro Arwho, onFebruary 25th,1907, made chuleta all of Roy, N. M.
homestead entry No. 15532, for
Edward W. Fox.
section 25, township 19,
SE
Rogister.
range 27 E, N. M. P. meridian,
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
has fiiled notice of intention to
of the Interior,
Department
proof,
commutation
final
make
United States Land Offiice,
to establish claim to the land
Clayton N; M. May 12, 1908.
described, before U. S. ComNotice is hereby given that
at
missioner ,Alex. S.Bushkevitz,
M. York, of Solano, N. M.
18,
Willard
M.
on
the
N.
Roy,
in
office
his
who on February 13th, 1907, made
day June 1098.
Claimant names as witnesses; homestead entry No. 15096, for
Grover McClary, H. R, Johnson, SW1.4, section 11, township 19,
Anthony Schultz, Sherman Trout range 27 E, N. M. P. meridian,
has fiiled notice of intention to
all of Solano, N. M.
make finai commutation proof, to
Edward W. Fox.
establish claim to the land above
Register.
described, before U. S. Commissioner Alex. S. Bushkevitz, at
The Mills Ranch .and Resort his office in Roy, N. M on the 18,
Company of Springer, are selling day of June 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses;
all kinds of nursery stock. Any JohnL. Nicolay, Marion Connor,
kind of trees or shrubbery can Holhé R. Johnson, Frederick W.
be bought. For further partic- Ballauf all of Solano, N. M.
Edwaad W. Fox.
ulars call at this office.
Register.
"

1--

:

4

2

1--

,

1--

4

.

.

.

forNEl-4,Sectio-

n

.

Department of tho Interior,
U. S. Land Offiice.

NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,

Clayton, N. M. May 12, 1908.

Clayton N. M. May 13, 1908.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

1--

.

Office,

d

Clayton,-N- .
M. May 12, 1908.
Clayton N. M. May 12, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that EuNOTICE is hereby given that
Daniel Laumbach, of Roy, N.M., nice E. Willianson, of Solano, N.
who, on June 14th, 1904, made de- M.who, on March 7th, 1907, made
sert land entry, No. 182 , forNl-- homestead entry, no. 15840, for
NE1-4- ,
SEl-4- ,
NW
section 10, township 19
Section 33,Township 18N, Range n, range 27 E, N. M. P. meridian,
25 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed has filed notice of intention to
notice of intention to make final make final commutation proof, to
desert Proof, to establish claim to establish claim to the land above
the land above described, before described, before U. S. Court
U.S. Commissioner, Alex S. Bush Commassioner W. H, Willcox, at
kevitz, at his office in Roy, N. M., his office in Roy, n. m. on the 19,
day of June 1908.
on the 20th day of June, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Manuel M.Cordova, P. J. Laum- Robert J. Williamson, Wm. J.
Pennington,. Elizibeth' Stone,
bach, David Esquibel, Abelino
Francisco M. Hughes all of Solaall of Roy, N.M.
no, N. M.
" .
Eward W. Fox.
Edward W. Fox.
5166-20.- .
Register.
- C
Register.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Department
of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
United States Land Offiice,
Clayton, N. M. May 12, 1908.
'
Clayton, N. M. May 12, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
Notice
Bessie Morris, of Solano, N. M; Charles A.is hereby given that1.
Kellogg, of Roy, N. M.
who, on July 5th, 1906, made
who, on April 1st, 1907, made
homestead entry, No.
for homestead
entry, no. 16808; for
SEl-4- ,
section 21, township 19 SW
SW
section 21, W
N, range 27 E, N. M. P. meridian,
NW
NW
SW
section
has filed notice, of intention to 28,
21 N, range 26 E, N.
township
make final commutation proof, to m. P.
meridian, has filed notice of
establish claim to the land above intention
to
described, before U. S. Commis- tion proof, tomake final commutasioner Alex. S. Bushkevitz, athis the land above establish claim to
described, before
office in Roy, n. m., oa the 18th.
U. S. Court Commissioner W. H.
day of June, 1903.
Willcox, at
offiice In Roy, N.M.
Claimant names as witnesses; on the 18th,his
day cf June 1908.
GarF. M. Hughes, Jose Basilio
Claimant names as witnesses;
cia, R. W. Jennings, J. B. Carson John
Schneider, Edgar W. Merall of Solano, n. m.
rill Clarence Brówn, Jacob Floer-sheiEdward W.Fux.
all of Roy, N. M.
'
Register.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION" '
Department of the Interior,
NOT ICE FOR PUBLICATION.
United states Land Office,
Department of the Intenur.
Clayton, N. M. May 12, 1908,
U. S. Land Office,
Notice is hereby given that MarClayton, N. M. May 12, 1908.
tin Eastwold, of Roy, N. M. who
Notice is hereby given that Wil
on March 15, 1907, made home- lard Abell. of Roy, N.: M. who, on
stead entry No. 16237, for lots 5, March 13th, 1907, made homestead
6, 7, 8, section 6, township 20 N, entry.No. 16143,
range 26 E, N. M. P. meridian, 26, Township 20 N, Range 26E, N.
has filed notice of intention to M.P. Meridian, has filed, notice of
make final commutation proof , to intention to make Final Commutaestablish claim to the land above tion Proof, to establish claim to
described, before U. S. Court the land above described, before
Commissioner, W. H. Willcox, at W.H. Willcox, U.S. Court commishis office in Roy N. M. on the 19th, sioner, at his office in Roy, N. M,
day of June 1908- on the 18th day of June, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnessnes,
Reuben Eastwold, Melvin E. Rudolph C Grunig, Sam Taylor:
Morse, Mary J. Phelps, Eva E. Thomas H. Mueret, Taylor S.
Browning, all of Roy, N. Mi
Phelps all of Roy, N. M.
W.
Fox,
Edward
Edward W. Fox.
Register- Register.
2

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

4,

NOTICE

Department of Interior,

N.-M.-

March 7th. 1907, made homestead entry
No. 15842, for SW
section 9, town-- ,
ship 20 N, range 2tl E, N. M, P. msri-diahas filed notics of intentions to

for PUBLICATION. '
Department of the Interior,
United states Land Office,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior-Unite- d
United States Land (Mce,
States Land Offlice,
Clayton N. M., May 12,l!H)8.
M. May 12, 1908.
N.
Clayton,
Notice is hereby given that George
Kemple, of Solano, N. M. who, on
Notice is hereby given that
February 2.5, 1007, mads homástead en- Reuben Eastwold, of Roy, N. M.
section 21, who
try, No. 15528, for SVV
on March 15th, 1907, made
township It) N. range 2d E, N. M. P.
meridian, has tiled noticj of intention homestead entry, No. 16236, for
to make nal commutarion proof, to SE
section 6, township 20 N
establish claim to the above described, range 26 E, N. M. P. meridian,
bjfore U S. Commissioner, Alex. S. has fiiled
notice of intentiou to
BashkeviU, at his offlca in' Hoy N. M.
make
final
commutation proof, to
1903.
on the l!)th, day of June
Claimant names as witnesses: Sherr establish claim to the land above
man Troop, Bert Rood, L. B. Fry, descriced, before W. H, Willcox,
Floyd E.Botts, all of Solano, N. M.- U. S, Court Commissioner, at
,
Edward W. Fox.
his office in Roy
on the 19,
Register day of June, 1908.
2.'

'

Notice is heredy given that Jose
Notice is hereby given that
John Daley, of Roy. N. M., who, I. Andareta, of Albert, Union Co.
on March 21st, 1907, made home- N. M., who, on December 7. 1900,
stead entry, No. 16453, for El-- made homestead entry number
NW14 2592, for SW
NW
section
NE
NW
SE
Section 1, Township 19N, Range 26, S
25E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed section 27, township 18 N, range
notice of intention to make final 29 E meridian, has filed notice of
cummutation Proof, to establish intention to make final five year
claim to the land above described, proof, to establish claim to the
before U. S. Commissioner, Alex. land above deseribed, before U.
S. Bushkevitz, at his office in Roy, S. Court Commissioner W. H.
N. M., on the 18th day of June, Willcox, at his office in Roy, N. m.
2

1-- 4

1-- 2

1908.

.

'

on

1--

the 24 day of June

4

1-- 4

1908.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Gustav Schnider, Clarence Brown Jose I Armijo, Jose Dario Blea,
Faustino Delana, Thomas McGra-th- , Felipe Armijo, Jose Demecio Blea
all of Albert, Union County, N, M.
all of Roy, N.M.
Edward W. Fx.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
Register.

SALADS

AND

SALAD

DRESSING

Don't Poison Baby.

Arrangement of Bananas, Peanuts anc
Lettuce Makes Good Dish.
Banana Pyramid Salad. Arrange
lettuce leaves on a. large salad
,dlsh as many clusters as there r.va
bananas to be served. Cut ripe bananas In two, dip in the beaten whites
of the eggs, then roll in finely chopped
peanuts. Stand a banana in the centei
of each cluster of lettuce leaveo. Heap
the following salad dressing around
the base of each banana. Heat hall
a cup of water and teaspoonful ol
f
cup of sugar
butter. Take
in a bowl, add one teaspoonful of salt,
on? of mustard, two of cornstarch,
and a pinch of pepper. Beat two eggs
and stir into the ingredients in the
bowl, then stir into the hot vinegar
and water until it thickens. When
cold add a cupful of cream whipped.
Spanish Potato Salad Slice eight
or ten cold potatoe3, and over them
sprinkle two tablespoonfuls of chopped
beei root. Mix in a basin a tablespoon of pounded anchovies and tho
same quantity of capers and Worcestershire sauce, four tablespoons ol
olive oil, one of vinegar, and a seasoning of salt and pepper. Mix all together and pour over the salad.
Salmon Salad. One can of salmon,
drain off liquor, pick to pieces and remove bones and skin. For dressing
take one well beaten egg, one tablespoon sugar, one teaspoon cornstarch,
four uble'spoons vinegar, liquor from
salad, little pepper, small pieces of
butter. Let it just boil to a cream.
Then pour over the fish, mix and garnish with sliced hard boiled eggs.
Salad Dressing. Beat three eggs in
a bowl until stiff. Add one cup cream
vith a teaspoonful salt and beat thorf
cup vineoughly. Now add
gar and a tablespoon of mustard dissolved in extra vinegar and beat a gain.
f
cup melted butThen beat in
ter. Set bowl into a kettle of hot
water and stir until it thickens. This
will keep a long time.

AGO almost every mother

FORTY YEARS

or laudanum to make it sleep. Theso drugs will producá
sleep, and A PEW DROPS TOO MANY will produce the SLEEP FROM WHICH
THERE IS NO WAELTO. Many are the children who have leen killed or
whose health has heen ruined for life by paregoric, laudanum and morphine, each
of which is a narcotic product of opium. Druggists are prohibited from selling
either of the narcotics named to children at .all, or, to anybody without labelling
them " poison." The definition of " narcotic " is ! "A medicine which relieves pain
and produces sleep, but which in poisonous dosesproduces stupor, coma, convulsions and death. " The taste and smell ofmedicines containing opium are disguised,
and sold under the names of "Drops," "Cordials," "Soothing Syrups," etc. You
should not permit any medicine to be given to your children without you or
your physician know of what it is composed. CASTORIA DOES NOT CONTAIN NARCOTICS, if it bears the signature of Chas. E Eetcher.

one-hal-

Letters from Prominent Physicians
addressed to Chas, II. Fletcher
says:
use your Castorla and

"I
Dr. J. W. Dinsdale. of Chicago, 111.,
advise its use ia all families where there are children."
Dr. Alexander E. Mlntle, of Cleveland, Ohio, says: "I have frequently
prescribed your Castorla and have found it a reliable and pleasant rem'
edy for children."
Dr. J. S. Alexander, of Omaha, Neb., says: "A medicine so valuable and
beneficial for children as your Castorla is, deserves the highest praise. I
find it ia use everywhere."
Dr. J. A. JlcClellan, of Buffalo, N. Y, says: "I have frequently prescribe!
your Castoria for children and always got good results. In fact I usa
Castorla for my own children."
Dr. J. "W. Allen, of St Louis, Mo., says: "I heartily endorse your Castorla. I ha7e frequently prescribed it in my medical practice, and hava
always founl it to do all that is claimed for it"
Dr. C. H. Clidden, of St Paul, Minn., says: "My experience as a
has been highly satisfactory, and I consider it
with
an excellent temedy for the young."
Dr. H. D. Benner, of Philadelphia, Pa., says: "I have used your Castorla as a purgative in the cases of children for years past with the most)
happy effect, and fully endorse it a3 a safe remedy."
Dr. J. A. Boarman, of Kansas City, Mo., says: "Your Castorla Is a splen
did remedy for children, known the world over. I use it in my practice
and have no hesitancy In recommending it for the complaints of infanta
and children."
Dr. J. J. Mackey, of Brooklyn, N. Y, says: "I consider your Castoria an
.excellent preparation for children, being composed of reliable medicine!
and pleasant to the taste. A good remedy for all disturbances of the
digestive organs."

ALCOHOL 3 PER c.VN'v
AVcgelaLlePreparalionforAs-similalingiheFoodanilReduli-tin-

Ik Siomachs anlBowdsof

one-hal-

prao-tition-

Promotes DieslionJChecrfuI

one-hal-

CONSIDER
Based

thought her child must have

ness and ReslXontains

neitrter

Opiim.Morphine nor Mineral.

Not Narcotic.

CHEESE AS FOOD.

.

HeceiifOIdlkSMTWiam
flmpkm Seed"

on Money Value It Is Worth
Far More Than Beef.

Jlx.Sama
Mérllt

In buying cheese it is necessary to
consider it not so much as a relish
as a food, according to What to Eat.
A relish it is, but the cheese eater
should recollect that some varieties
play havoc with the digestion and
health, and these are the harder,
tougher,
varieties,
and blue-molespecially those that are badly made.
If grated, it becomes more digestible.
Solid cheese is a sustaining food, and
so nutritive that a single pound contains sufficient digestible matter to
sustain a man for a day. In a word,
as a food, good, inexpensive cheese,
based on money value, goes as far as
three times its weight of lean beef.
As a nutrient a good American Cheddar, an Edam, or a Gouda (Dutch) is
one of the cheapest known foods
adaptable to the requirements of the
classes.
American
cheese should be mild, nutty and
salvy, never dry, hot, strong, moldy, or
with a cracked rind.
Very little
of the best is made, although its
price is high.
Cheese should be
kept moist, but never in a moist

Worm Será'
Cltmfott Sutpr

htutorften i'tanm

Anerfect Remcdv for Consto
Hon , Sour Storaach.Dlarrhoca
Worms ,Convulsious.rcvcrisn-ncs-

andLoss

d

GENUINE

CASTORIA
the Signature

1

or Sleep.

Facsimile Signature

er

your-Castorl-

Bears

ALWAYS

of

of

NEW YORK.

este

The Kind You Have Always Bought
InTH( Use For Over

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

OCNTJkUR OOMMNV.

30

Years.

NEW YORK

TT MURRAY STREET.

CTTV.

hard-workin- g

Waited for a Man.

First Cyclist What's in the band
box, Bill, and where's the girl?

That contains my
device. I get them
mended quickly and well without lift
ing a finger.
First Cyclist Tell us!
Second Cyclist That box contains a
lady's skirt and picture hat;, when J
puncture I've only to don them and
wait!
First Cyclist By Jove, that's ctever!
Second Cyclist

puncture-mendin-

THE GOOD COOK KNOWS
That pulled bread is delicious .with
soup. To make it, cut crusts from a
loaf of bread just from the oven. With
a fork pull the bread apart into strips
five Inches long and quite thin. Dry
them in a slow oven until crisp and a
delicate brown. They are often used
at formal dinners.
That ordinary, fried eggs are delicious with browned butter. Put three
tablespoonfuls of butter in a frying
pan. Set the pan over a brisk fire.
Let the butter turn a light brown color, then ad'l two tablespoonfuls of
good vinegar. Shake the pan slightly
to mix the butter and vinegar well.
Then pour it around and over the
eggs. Serve immediately.

g

If You Have
if lines blur or
PETTIT'S EYE
gists or Howard
I

Common Sore Eyes,
run together, you need
SALVE, 25c. All drugBros., Buffalo, N. Y.

Repine not; the disappointments ot
often prove the blessings of to-morrow. Thomas a Kempls.
1

y

Mr.

'Winilow'

Soothing Syrup.

InFor children teething, softens the (turns, reduces
flammation. aUay spalc. cure wind oollu. 85c a bottle.

Wise women get their rights without
talking about them.

VrjiW

VWC

SHOES AT ALL
PRICES. FOR EVERY
MEMBER OFTHE FAMILY.
MEN, BOYS. WOMEN, MISSES AND CHILDREN.

W. I Douglam make and nail more
en men'
$2. BO, $3.00 and $3.60 shoe

fgg
"8?
L

r

8

i

?"itl

than any other manufacturar In the
world, baeauae they hold their
ahape. fit better, wear longer, and
ara of greater value than any other or
ahoea In the world
to-da-

v.

$4 and $5 Gilt Edca Shoes Cannot Be Eaualled At Am Price
W. I Donttl&s name and price 1b stamped on bottom. Take If ftnlistltiite.
1ACTI01.
W
Sold tiv the Lent shoo dmler Fvorvvhere.
Bhoea mailed from factory to any part of Wis world, lllu.
W. A
tinted Catalog free to any address,
ij.as, isrouH bu. Mail.
W.

Ooutrlas

ls i

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

PFATiFPQ

' this paper
siring to buy any- -

thing advertised in
Its columns should insist upon having
what they ask for, refusing all substitutes or imitations.

W. N. J., DENVER,

NO. 22, 1908.

Cleanses tjA beautifies the hate
Promotas
a luiurisnt erowth.

Nevar Falle to Restore Gray
nun to Its xoutniui voior.
Curt scalp ditMKi It hair filling.
60c,sndl,00at Drutirlits

puis

A N A K ES 1 8 irires Instan
relief. IB A SIMPLE CUhsX
1 at druggists or by malL
Sample FREE.
Address,

"AN
AKE8I8"
toas.
Tribune Bldg.,
I

Changed Conditions.
Poet (to farmer) See, what a beautiful prospect Is unfolded In yonder
billowy fields, and hark! the voice of
the plowman!
Farmer Yes; he's been cusslii' of
that mule sence. daylight, an' it's one
o' them German mules that used to
pull a beer wagon, an' he can't understand a word o' dialect. Atlanta
-

CAPTOR

Laundry work at home would be
much more satisfactory if the right
Starch were used. In order to get the
desired stiffness, it is usually necessary to use so much starch that the
beauty and fineness of the fabric is
hidden behind a paste of varying
thickness, which not only destroys the
appearance, but also affects the wearing quality of the goods. This
ble can be entirely overcome by using
Defiance Starch, as it can be applied
much more thinly because of its greater strength than other makes.

JEFF

SO

DAVIS DEAD.

I

Honorable Youth.
"Here, you, sir!" cried Miss Roxley's
angry papa, "how dare you show your
face here again?"
"Well," replied young Nervey, "I
might have worn a mask, of course,
but that would have been deceitful."
That an article may be good as well
as cheai, and give entire satisfaction,
is proven by the extraordinary sale of
Defianco Starch, each package containing
more Starch than
can be had of any other brand for the
same money. one-thir-

OF

Interesting
Gen.

Story of the Service of
Benjamin D. Pritchard.

There is profound sorrow among
thb good people of Allegan, Mich., over
the passing away of one of their best
citizens, and a man who was respected
and honored by all classes. Gen. Benjamin D. Pritchard was born in Ohio
in 1835, of Welsh ancestry, and went
to Allegan in 1856. H? was a carpenter, and worked at his trade until he
could get money enough to go to
school; then he became a teacher to
support himself while he was in the
university, where he studied law and
was admitted to the bar. At the outbreak of the war he recruited Company L, Fourth Michigan cavalry, and

'7,

.irs-

,'7

ne

i

d

The fairest of all things fair on
earth is virtue. Shakespeare.

was trying to escape in women',
clothing. Col. Pritchard went up to
this man, and after asking if he wai
the officer in command, to which h
replied in the affirmative, he asked his
name, to which he replied: "You may
call me what you please."
Col. Pritchard said: "Then I will
call you Davis."
After a moment's hesitation, h
'
had thrown oft his disguise,' straight
ened himself up, and said:
"That is my name," and then putting on an air of bombast, said taunt
ingly:
"I suppose you call it bravery to
charge a train of defenseless women
and children; but it is theft, it is
vandalism."
Pritehnrrt made nn answer, hut enl
ready to start back to Macon. Pritch ' More proof that Lydia E. Pink-ard- 's
were very hungry, as thej ham 8 citable Compound saves
woman from surgical operations.
had not taken any supplies with them i
- S. A Williams, of Gardiner,
pro1
wagons
were full of
while Davis'
visions. Pritchard went to Davis, and Hame, Trates:
I was a great sufferer from female
rt
m' .
n mrr,
hi.
i,! him
Z,
troubles, and Lydia lfl. Pmkham's Vege.
,
,7,
table Compound restored me to health,
ed for when they arrived at Macon in three months, after my physician
Davis refused angrily, saying that thi declared that an operation was absocontents of the wagon were private lutely necessary."
property which Pritchard had no right
Mrs. Alvina Sperling, of 154 Cley-bourto molest. The discussion grew warmAve.. Chicago, 111., writes :
er, until Pritchard decisively said that
"I suffered from female troubles, a
if he did not give up the supplies tumor and much inflammation. Two
best dctors in Chicago decided
quietly they would be taken. Davis
that an operation was necessary to save
grew more angry and said :
my life
ydia E PinUham8 Vegetable
"I never expected to be compelled Compound entirely cured me without
to suffer such Indignities as that, and an operation."
if I could have gotten possession ol FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
my arms at the time of my capture
for thirty years Lydia E. Pink- I would not have been compelled to." ham's Vegetable Compound, made
Col. Pritchard was somewhat warm fr0m roots and herbs, has been the
himself by this time, and told DaviE standard remedy for female ills.
tnat tne garments ne was wearing and has positively cured thousands oi
were not calculated for military ser j women who have been troubled with
vice or the use of firearms. Mrs. Davis displacements, inflammation, ulcera- then came to the rescue of her hus tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bear-band, saying:
n
feeling, flatulency, indiges- I want you to understand distinct
ly that Mr. Davis assumed that dis- tion,aizziness,or nervous prostration.
Why don't you try it ?
guise at my instance."
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick
From Macon Col. Pritchard sent a
detail of three officers and 20 men to women to write her for advice.
Washington with his prisoners, which She has guided thousands to
Address, Lynn, Mass.
now included Alex. Stephens. For his health.
service Col. Pritchard was warmly
thanked by the president and secretary of war, and promoted to the rank

BÉ

ÍI1H1V

mg-dow-

-

"I Never Expected to Be Compelled to

Suffer Such Indignities."
He held this rank
until in the spring of 1863, when he
was promoted to lieutenant-coloneand commanded the regiment until
the close of the war. He was constantly present in all of the 93 engagements which the regiment has to
Its credit, except while absent recovering from a severe wound received at
Chickamauga. On Sunday, May 7,
1865, he received orders to take his
regiment from camp in Macon, Ga.,
and intercept Jeff Davis' party. This
was understood to be crossing
the
country to the sea to join Kirby Smith
beyond the Mississippi. In three days
Col., Pritchard and his command rode
100 miles upon this errand, and at
three o'clock, May 9, they arrived at
Abbyville, where they met Col.
the First Wisconsin cavalry,
and it was decided that the two regiments should leave for IrwlnBville,
where Davis was, by separate roads.
On account of the fagged condition of
his horses, Col. "Pritchard could not
get the 150
men with
and
whom he determined to start,
went on with a fewer number. After
a ride of 18 miles through a forest
they reached Irwinsville at one o'clock
on the morning of May 10, and then
learned that Davis and his party were
encamped about one and a half miles
farther on. Col. Pritchard sent Lieut.
Purington with 25 dismounted men to
gain the other side of Davis' camp and
cut off escape. The movement was
successfully made, but there was an
unfortunate encounter with a part of
the First Wisconsin cavalry, which
irrived about the same time, and in
the darkness the men on both sides
mistook one another for confederates.
This aroused Davis and his party, who
were taken into custody.
On coming up to his men immedl-itel- y
around Davis' camp, Lieut. Dick-nsotold Col. Pritchard that his
had been executed, and that they
iiad captured an oldish man whom
ley believed to be Davis and who
'

became its captain.

l,

SOPHIA

Harn-denwlt-

kittle:
VERY POOR

HEALTH

.

RESTORED

Catanh Twenty-fiv- e

BY

Years-- Had

a Bad Cough.
Evanston,
Miss Sophia Kittlesen,
Illinois, U. S. A., writes:
"I have been troubled with catarrh
years and have
for nearly twenty-liv- e
tried many cures for it, but obtained
very little help.
"Then my brother advised me to try
Peruna, and I did.
"My health was very poor at the time
I began taking Peruna. My throat was
Very sore and I had a bad cough.
'Peruna has cured me. The chronic
catarrh Is gone and my health Is very
much Improved.
"I recommend Peruna to all my
friends who are troubled as I was."
PERUNA TABLETS: -- Some people prefer tablets, rather than medicine in a
fluid form. Sue people can obtain Peruna tablets, which represent the medicinal ingredients of Peruna. Each tablet
equals one average dose of Peruna.
Man-a-li-

n

the Ideal Laxative.

Manufactured by Peruna Drug Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio.

h

d

n

or-le- ru

of

brigadier-genera-

l.

Upon being discharged Gen. Pritch-

ard returned to Allegan and the
tice of the law.

l In rou suffer
or

from Fita. Fallin Blckneaa or
have Children that do ao, my
New Dlaeovsry and Treatment
will give them Immediate relief, and
I all you ore asked tc do la
for
a free Bottle of Dr. May's

Spasms,

prac-

Emigrant Money in Italy.
in
Some students of emigration
Italy profess to believe that the large
sums of money annually sent back by
the emigrants to their families, or deposited in the postoffices, more than
compensate for the evils. Certainly
the money sent back is a real benefit
to the country, as we have already
noted, but would anyone be so shortsighted as to contend that any amount
of money can repay a people for the
breaking up of family life, lowering of
moral standards and consequent physical degeneration? "Man does not live
by bread alone," especially when that
bread Is got at the expense of national
morals. The prophet of old is right.
"Righteousness exalteth a nation, but
sin is a reproach to any people." Antonio Mangano, in Charities and the
Commons.

u

EPILEPTICIDE
I
I

SICK HEADACHE
CARTERS
SIlTTLE

Journalism.
e have, good and
The iournallsm
bad, serious and flippant, is the jour
nalism that we deserve. If it goes to
the people it comes from the people.
It is part of the great machinery of
entertainment to which so much of
state is de
modern life in a
voted. The Young Man.
Modern

well-to-d-

Positively cured by
these Little Pills.
The; also relieve Distress from Dyspeptila, Indigestion and Too Hearty
Eatinfr. A perfect rem'
edy for Dizziness, Nau
sea, Drowsiness, Bad
Taste In the Month, Coated Tonprue, Pain in th

Sido,

They regulate the Bowels.

TORPID XIVER,

Purely Vegetable.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine Must Bear
Signature

CARTERS

Japanese the Style.
It is the fancy of the moment to
have everything Japanese, and in one
respect this may be commended, and
that is in the arrangement of flowers.
These arranged in the simple style of
the orient, a spray to a vase, might
have something to do w'th decreasing
the extravagance that has been characteristic of floral displays for the
last few years. It is quite the fad to
serve rice cakes and tea, preserved
ginger and the other things to which
the Japanese are partial.

CURE

Compile wlthFood andDrnRnAetofOonfrreM
JuneHOth 19(6. Complete dirertioriB, also testimonial of CUKKH. etc.. IKKlfi by mail.
&xpra$ rrepata. trive aojl ana mu adüresti
ft. H HAT, M.D., 548 Pearl Stmt. New York.

Fac-Simi- le

IVER
If
llPILLS.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES,
m

f I OfV orforetells
n
u

LIVE STOCK AND
MISCELLANEOUS

I

your liicVy
u e k y periods

Fl CPTR11TYDFQ
kLtU I !lU I 1 1 LO

In great variety for ale at tlie lowent price ly
A. N. KKLLOUU

NKtVSPAPKK

CO., 11 W. Adnau 8U ,

Chingo

NEW LAW opined
WIDO WS'underby JOHN
W. MORRIS,
PENSIONS Washington, D. O.
WaUoa 1. CoIcm. Patm
WfLHliinKton, 1). O.

PATENTS noy,
free.

Attni.
Advice

Terms low. Hitfbwtret.

nCCIIUnC CTIOnU

tor starching
finest linens.
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Thompson's Eye Water
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Solano Notes.

MESTENO NOTES.

Mr. Ben Hobson has an abunance
C. J. Blancharí returned Monday,
o
of
good water at 42 feet.
from a business trip to Tucuinviaci.
P. o.
The dry weather has about stopped Mr. Rlanchard is the genial manager
J. A. McKinney is building a, house
George - M. McGuire, of Abbot, farming in tne valley.
of the lumber yard here and will lm
and doing other necessary Improve- transacted land business in Roy
ments on his farm, one., and one half Wednesday and Thursday.
Deaton Bros, are hauling logs from retained under the new management.
..i
Mrs. Richwalt retun ed Tuesday
the canyons this week to build two
miles north west of Roy.;
Mrs L. E. Wells, of Boliver, Mo. ar- houses on their claims.
from an extended trip in the east.
Jacob Floershlero is building an ad- rived here the first of the "week, to
F. C. Newing of. the Tucumcari
Mr. Martin,, manager of the Mills
dition to his residence and sowing make her future home, on the homefifty acres of land on his farm east of stead entered by her ' husband, six Ranch and Resort Co., of Red River passed throuiití on his way to C
- ,
canyon, vas 'at .Mesteno on business
Tuesday."
the townsite. ;
miles north of town.
Tuesday.
Victor Saulpangh left early in the
George Pendergrath is erecting a :Dr Authur A. Mahle has been here
Mr. W. L. Sutton has rented a week for Oklahoma.
windmill on his" farm two miles south the past week making fence and other
4
of town. ' He has a well of good needed improvements on his 320 acre black smith shop in Roy and is doing
The. funeral of Mr. Gruin, who
good business, he is splendid work died Tuesday
water at 145 feet.
farm one mile north-weof town, he
evening took place
left Thursday for his home at Lemont, man.
Wednesday
afternoon from the
Gregorio Rigoni struck an abun- 111.
We are glad to hear of a townsite family residence
He exj;ects to return this full and
seven miles south
dant supply of water in ' a dug well
beinir surveyed at our station as" it west of
200 acres of wheat.
sow
about
Solano, Rev. McBride con
at a depth of flfty six feet on his farm
will give parties who want to go in
ducting services at the cemetery.
Oliver Osborne, of Solano, tarnsact-e- d
in Chicosa valley.
business a chanc e to get lots.
f The deceased leaves an- - aged wife
business
here
yesterday.
The contract will be let this week
Miss Maggie Ward's new store and seven sons and daughters. ' v
fqr the' finishing of the Catholic ' Miss Edith Thornburg arrived here
building is well under way of com
Dad Morris, and D. M. Talbot made
church.
Thursday ' f o n' Warrensburg, Mo., pletion. Miss Ward is now east buybusiness trip to Tucumcari Sat. a
The Roy baseball team lined up and where she has ten attending the ing goods, she expects to begin busiJ. D.. King, who lost a team of
'
She will visit here ness soon.
had their pictures taken in their new State Normal.
.
horses some time ago, recovered them
folks'
with
home
about
and
month
a
suits.
,
M. W. Mills was in the valley Sun last wesk. They were taken up by Ed
then go' " to Las Vegas and enter
on business, he is going to sur Brown 20 miles east Of Springer.
day
Last Monday afternoon while Miss-és- s school..
.
...
'.
vey out a townsite this week.
Mr.
Valley Duncan and Myrtle Tin-daMrs. Dunning, who lives .1-- 2 mile
W. B. Jerri! 1, ofTucimcari trans- W. H. Willcox , will do the surveywere out horse back riding, the
of SolanoTis the proud possesor
south
business
here Thursday and ing.
'
saddle turned with Miss Duncan, acted
.,
well finished this week.
a
of
.
good
...
throwing her on her left shoulder and Friday.
Mr, and Mrs. Vanduyne were visit
2(
She obtained plenty of water at
spraning her arm. It is thought to be , J: B. Kirby came in Thursday ing' with Mr. W.. L. Sutton and feet..
''
,'.
''"' :''
nothing serious; yet she is suffering from Dalhart, Texas, and wilf move family Sunday, ,. Mr. Sutton works
i.
'
J, Nicol ay is reported better this
great pain.
to his farm in Union Valley. '"tyi ..
in Roy but spends Sundays at home
Dr.' McKinney met with a painful
with his family..
W. A. Da Fore? arrived, here last . Rev. J. S. Russell, of Dodge City,
accident Tuesday, his' team became
arrived here Wednesday.
week from Fort Worth, Tex., ail his Kansas,
frightened, knocked him down and ran
THE DARK SIDE.
He
to make an extensive visexpects
purchased three building lots on the
over him bruising him badly about
.',"
A Dutchman, addressing his dog,
;
east side and is building a house. it.'
the face aad chest. ,,.
,
only a dog, but
Mr. De Force will make Roy his fuWhen you have some one visiting said; "You was a
The Ball game Suuday was ah in
you; when you. go mit
ture home: .;
you, or have been, away somewhere I vlsh I vas
teresting contest and though our boys
you
bed
your
in,
turn
shust
around
We- - appreciate
Miss Jessie Crouse, who has be?n drop in and tell us.
dree times and lay down; ven I go lost the game we are proud of their"
any
of
news
interest.
ill for th3 last week is convalescanjt
mit bed in, I have to lock de blace showing, being the first game of the
Miss Hilda Floershtem wiU leave
'' ;''
She is taking a much needed rest at
"'
yet, and wind up the clock and put season."'' "
for Montoya Saturday, to be the
her father's home north of town.
juest of her brother, Melville and the cat out, and ondress myself yet The city windmill and pump was
and my baby vakes up and cries and erected this week' and wc hope to
William A. Brumage moved to his .Virs. Calish.
cries and I haft to valk him mid de have a plentiful supply of water.
farm 1 mile north of town Satuaday.
S, F. Osborne, of S l no, passed house
round yet: den Inapbe I get myJob work done at this through Roy; yesterday on his to Daw self to bed it is time to get up again.
office. Give us a trial.
son going overland. He was aecom Ven you get up, you shust stretch
'
Advertised Letters.
Wm. C. Roy made a business trip panied by J. B. Carson.
'"
yourself scratch your neck a leetla
yS- May 30,1908:
to Tucumcari last Saturday.
and you vas up. I haf to light de lire
Miss
Allis, Mrs Encarnación
Lillie
put on de kiddle, scrap some mit my
John Tasharski is miking prepara
Luie Bartholme, Mig
deSalazaiyMr.
get myself some
tions to build a stone house cn the ; Mrs. D. Ella Roinina and daughter wife already, and
uel Bu.a, Mrs. E.O. Thompson, Chas
"
':
yet;
breakfast
'west side.
the following
entertained
Besman, James Howe, A. W. War
ad es
You play around all day and haf
to dinner last Satur plenty of fun I haf towork all day and ren, Ma ria uiarra uordova, FranKvJo-ope- r,
E. V. Neil, who lives one mile west informally
of town left Tuesday for his home in day; Mesd times Ogden, Lucas and have plenty drublei, ,
William F.Coleman, DiC. Bdey,
,
Hillsdale, Mich., ' He was called there Miss Inez 'Foglémán, of Cherry vale,
Ven you die, you vas dead; ven. I Miss Mattie Graham, Edgar Young,
"
on account of the serious illness eff Kansas.'
.:''
Fugenio Flores,; (2) Sr. Isabelita Ja- die maybe I haf to go to hell yet.
c
'
his mother.
saroillo de Maes, care of Jose de Lac
L. A. Brown is digging a cellar on
rus Martinez, Patricio Trujillo, Nora
;
tieorge Shoopman left last Saturday his. farm.-,- ;
Thero Bath Tubs.
Urguehart. Sr. Don Antonio Olegin,
Warren Kenney is s H'ting up a wind
for Cherry vale, Kahs., where hs will
Burns, Mrs. Tim Powell, and
Johhie
o
one
Dr.
Bryant
just
has
installed
take treatment for a cancer. Mr. mill for George Pendegrath near Roy
Enrique
P. Hernandez. " '
Sr.
The
Dr.
Córbin'8
tub.
Terho
bath
Shoopman has been in poor health for
Mr. and Mrs. George Lucas, Mrs! only strickly Theropentic bath' tub
in All above letters remaining uncalle 1
some time,, but it is hoped he will rap T. M, Ogden
and Miss Inez Fogleman in the world today. With this tub for June 1st. will be sent to the dea I
id ly. gain his health and- return.
were the guests of Mrs." A. A. Berentz combined with his Osteopathic treat- ,
letter office.
...
Tucumcari has commenced the work at Mesteno Sunday. "
men Dr. Br ant is: now preparad to
.. ,
Adell Bushkevitz.'
on a 200,000 gallon reservoir whia'i is
Roy Wood is having 200 acres of to diagnose and treat all curable
P. M.
with
supply
o
the city
water.' It will be land brokéh by the Grunig and Wood chronic diseases, such as rheumatism,
'
competled about June 15th.
.,
steam plow.
stomach, liver and kidney., trouble,
FOR Sale A bycycle in good conJohn Fogleman has accepted a post bowel, heart and. lung complaints,
The following registeaed at the
head and throat trouble, and all forms
tion with John W. Tyler,, at Roy.
dition. ' : Apply at this office. ' Í
Hotel this week. ' ' ':
Branch
female'disease,
of
and.greatly
curable.
Tonight the Woodman of the World John Linton was very unfortunate
Mr.-apMrs. J. E. ..Cormcan, Ci
relieve many chronic conditions not
hold their regular meeting at the last week, one of his fine work horses
Okla.
nellj
suffering
you
are
If
curable.
.from
,
died. ;. Shelby Gross also has a sick
Commercial hall.
Reiley,
G.
Oskasha, Okla.
W.
that,
has
any form of chronic disease,
horse, :;..
...
W. A. Warren, St Louis, Mo.
If you need any kind of stationery
failed to respond tp other remtf;
Mrs.' LUI ie. Wood and Miss Grace call and see Dr. Bryant, and take
G. L. Murray, Denver, Colo.
or job work of any kind call on the
Róhiiné made a business trip to Roy bath and treatment and if you feel
Spanish-AmericaF. M. Lonard, Denver, Colo.'
'
:
Tuesday;
worth
moneys
you have not had your
A hollow-wir- e
light system has ( re:
keep it and gó y our .Way with my best
of Desertion.
v ' Notice
centlv been installed In J. W. Tyler's "A number of Miss Bessie Wood
: .
; .'!'
i
wishes. ' Dr.- 'Bryant is lotiated 1
store. It adds' very much to the ap- lady friends surprised her last.
is
hereby
given
the
.Nptice
I
that
,,-- ;
conversation was the diver s., e.;of Roy.
pearance of the west side.
will 'not ', hereafter be resion of the afternoon. Miss Bessie
any' accounts contract k
sponsible
for
enjoyable
very
A
party was given served uainty refreshments
to her STRAYED or STOLEN Two mules byiny wife Petra; Martinez, as
she h;is
last Saturday night by the ladies of guests,' those present were; Mesdames,
branded R oh. left hip both mares, one absolutely 'refused to'receivé atteritio' i
the Primrbse Progressive Circle in the Kenney, Wood, Lucas.
Brown, Ogderi dark brown and the other light brown.
and support offered her by' me.' iThut
form of an ice cream social and dance Romine an(j
sses Fogleman, Kenuev star in foreherds, age 5 and 6, weight
uutu,
wile iii venus wj nutuiiT
a.
was
success
which
socially as well and Komme.
about 630 pounds, bolters on when left fillnwinir nntslflpra tn uuauuuuiuv
tnflnpripis
as financially., .., The ladies clearing
will pay any one well for their trou
I
George
Lucas.purchased
aibuggy
of
IL,
.,.
gainst ine., . :
.,..'.;'.
J17.45. All those Who attended exi
.
bles that will take them up and notify
t
H. Foster this week.
'
"t .... S.f
pressed themselves., as spending, .a
'
' '
'
me at Roy,""NY M.
"
T. M. Ogdeñ Is seeding land for
very. J easajil evening." V
Dated this the 1st, day of May X.
v
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